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“My two cents’ worth—and I think it is the two cents’ worth of everybody who worked for the Clinton Administration health care reform effort of 1993–1994—is that Hillary Rodham Clinton needs to be kept very far away from the White House for the rest of her life. Heading up health-care reform was the only major administrative job she has ever tried to do. And she was a complete flop at it. She had neither the grasp of policy substance, the managerial skills, nor the political smarts to do the job she was then given. And she wasn’t smart enough to realize that she was in over her head and had to get out of the Health Care Czar role quickly. & Hillary Rodham Clinton has already flopped as a senior administrative official in the executive branch—the equivalent of an Undersecretary. Perhaps she will make a good senator. But there is no reason to think that she would be anything but an abysmal president.”


DeLong didn’t respond to multiple queries about whether he still believes this.
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As this book was entering production, we circulated the cover to get people talking about it. We never imagined how successful that strategy would be. The Washington Post and Cosmopolitan both wrote about the cover. On Twitter, former Obama speechwriter turned screenwriter Jon Lovett called it “gross.” Nation pundit Joan Walsh called it “disgusting.” Salon writer Amanda Marcotte diagnosed “issues with women” (the author’s, apparently, not the artist’s). Writing in New York magazine, Rebecca Traister proposed that the image shows how “a competent professional woman...can be so intimidating that her menace is best portrayed as a violent threat.” The right even took notice, with the cover featured on the front of Drudge and a link to an MSNBC.com story about the controversy (one of several meta-stories about the cover’s reception). The Drudge link described me as a “lib,” which is a cruel slur.

Tweets and think-pieces about the cover quickly became a subgenre of a larger argument that tries to portray tough criticism of Hillary as sexist—inevitably so, given its incorporation into a dominant patriarchal discourse, regardless of the author’s intent. One of the cover’s critics who also read the book—the only one of the commenters who did, as far as I know—conceded that there’s nothing sexist in it, but identified the fundamental problem as my inability to see the election of a woman president in itself as a significant feminist goal in itself.

It would be a good thing to have a woman president after the 43 bepenised ghouls and functionaries who’ve occupied the office. (OK, there were a few who weren’t half-bad — you wouldn’t need more than one hand to count them.) But, as I argue in this book, if you’re looking for a more peaceful, more egalitarian society you’d have to overlook a lot about Hillary’s history to develop any enthusiasm for her. The side of feminism I’ve studied and admired for decades has been about moving towards that ideal, and not merely placing women into high places while leaving the overall hierarchy of power largely unchanged. It’s distressing to see feminism pressed into service to promote the career of a thoroughly orthodox politician—and the charge of sexism used to deflect critiques of her.

It was also distressing to read interpretations of Sarah Sole’s painting on the cover that were, as the writer Tracy Quan put it in a radio interview, “middlebrow,” “philistine,” and “moralistic.” When I first stumbled on Sarah’s work—scores of paintings and collages involving Hillary in various poses, ranging from the amorous to the violent—via Facebook a few years ago, I was drawn to it despite my lack of fondness for its subject. Sarah explained that she had a real libidinal fixation on Hillary. At first I thought that she had some sort of ironic relation to that fixation but she eventually convinced me that she really didn’t. When it came to thinking of cover art for this book I suggested her work to Colin Robinson, the “R” in OR Books, precisely because of its power and its capacity to stir interest. I also thought it would be interesting to have a cover exist in some sort of tension with the book, a point lost on some of its critics, who seem more comfortable with straightforward agitprop. Colin agreed, and selected the gun-toting image.

Just how is the cover sexist? To me, it shows Hillary’s ruthlessness and especially her hawkishness—features of her history that will be detailed in the following pages—though spiced up with Sarah Sole’s
libidinal obsession. To Hillary’s defenders, making that point is inevitably sexist, a position that would make nearly any serious criticism of her impossible. Her hawkishness is well—established, from her eagerness to get on the Armed Services Committee on arrival in the Senate, to her vote for the Iraq war, to her out-hawking Defense Secretary Robert Gates while serving as our top diplomat, to her call for bringing in “the hard men with the guns” to solve the problems of Syria, a country already overwhelmed by men with guns.

But the Hillary camp reads the cover as expressing anxiety about powerful and ambitious women. (That’s certainly not the artist’s intent, but of course art has a life of its own beyond what its creator thought it meant.) I am fine with powerful and ambitious women. It’s what they do with that power and ambition that concerns me. In Hillary’s case, she’s largely used it to support the existing order rather than challenge it. I do wonder, though, whether the suggestion of Hillary’s bellicosity reminds some of her supporters of something they’d rather not think about her.

There’s no doubt that Hillary has been the target of all kinds of vicious sexist attacks during her decades in public life. They’re vile, and have no place in any political critique. I can’t stop people from appropriating the cover or the book to some misogynist agenda, but I won’t miss an opportunity to condemn those who do, because it’s a distraction from the indictment of her long record that follows.

Doug Henwood, November 2015.
INTRODUCTION

To answer Sarah Palin’s question (from a 2010 speech), “that hopey, changey stuff” is not working out so well.\(^5\) We avoided depression after the 2008 crash, but the job market remains sick. The headline unemployment rate looks good, but that’s because so many people have dropped out of the labor force and aren’t counted as jobless. It would take the creation of over eight million new jobs to get back to the share of the population that was employed before the Great Recession hit. It’s not seen as eccentric to talk about global capitalism having fallen into structural stagnation—though the rich are doing fine. Incomes are distributed more unequally than they were in 2008, when Obama was elected, and the poverty rate is higher. Obama has, if anything, governed more secretively than Bush. He prosecutes leaks more intensely and kills alleged terrorists that Bush would merely have tortured. The climate crisis gets worse, and the political capacity even to talk about it, much less do anything about it, seems yet unborn. In a move that perfectly captures what Walter Benn Michaels calls the left wing of neoliberalism, Obama went to Alaska and announced that the federal government would henceforth call Mount McKinley (named after the hard-money imperialist president) by its native name, Denali (something the state has done for 40 years)—and, two days later, allowed Shell to drill more deeply than ever before in the waters off Alaska. Shell changed its mind with the collapse of oil prices, but Obama was happy to let them have their way.

These aren’t the complaints Sarah Palin would make, of course. But people who voted for Barack Obama in 2008 were imagining a more peaceful, more egalitarian world, and haven’t gotten it.

And who was the front-runner going into the 2016 campaign? Hillary Clinton, who is hardly the first name that comes to mind when one thinks of transformative change.

The case for Hillary boils down to this: she has experience, she’s a woman, and it’s her turn. Even ardent supporters seem to have a hard time making a substantive political argument in her favor. She has, in the past, been associated with “women’s and children’s” issues, but she supported her husband’s signing the bill that put the end to welfare. “We have to do what we have to do, and I hope our friends understand it,” she told their long-time advisor Dick Morris.\(^6\) Morris, who now is a right-wing pundit for the Fox demographic, credits her for backing two of Bill’s most important moves to the center after the electoral debacle of 1994—“the balanced budget and welfare reform.”\(^7\)

As wacky as it sometimes appears on the surface, American politics has an amazing stability and continuity about it. According to Gallup, just 29% of Americans have either “a great deal” or “quite a lot” of confidence in the institution of the presidency, and only 7% do in Congress. Nor do they have much faith in other institutions, like banks, the health care system, the media, big business, or organized labor.\(^8\) But the leading candidate for the presidency is one of the original architects of the New Democrat strategy back in the 1980s. That itself was a consolidation of the Reagan revolution—an acknowledgment that movement conservatism had come to set the terms of American political discourse.

Obama himself said as much during the 2008 campaign, when he declared that “Ronald Reagan changed the trajectory of America in a way that, you know, Richard Nixon did not and in a way that Bill Clinton did not. He put us on a fundamentally different path because the country was ready for it. I think they felt like, you know, with all the excesses of the 60s and the 70s, and government had grown and
grown, but there wasn’t much sense of accountability in terms of how it was operating.”

The “excesses of the 60s and 70s” included things like feminism, gay liberation, the antiwar movement, wildcat strikes, and a militant antiracist uprising. I find those all to be good things, but I know that some people disagree.

Later in those comments, in an interview with a Reno TV station, Obama said that “the Republicans were the party of ideas for a pretty long chunk of time there over the last 10, 15 years, in the sense that they were challenging conventional wisdom. Now, you’ve heard it all before.” Though he didn’t claim the status—“I don’t want to present myself as some sort of singular figure”—he did suggest that the times were changing, and he was the agent of that change.

But they didn’t and he wasn’t. Coming into office with something like a mandate to reverse the miserable policies of the Bush era, Obama never tried to make a sharp political break with the past, as Reagan did from the moment of his first inaugural address. Reagan dismissed the postwar Keynesian consensus—the idea that government had a responsibility to soften the sharpest edges of capitalism by fighting recession and providing some sort of basic safety net—as the tired policies of the past. Appropriating some of the spirit and language of the left about revolution and the promise of a shiny future, Reagan unleashed what he liked to call the magic of the marketplace—cutting taxes for the rich, eliminating regulations, squeezing social spending, and celebrating the accumulation of money.

While it’s easy to dismiss Reagan’s appeal to freedom as propaganda for the corporate class and a blueprint for the upward redistribution of income—because that’s exactly what it was from a ruling-class POV—it’s also unfair to Reagan. He really believed in the liberating power of unfettered markets. He emerged from movement conservatism, a coherent political philosophy. In that sense, Obama was right about Reagan.

From the point of view of the American elite, the 1970s were a miserable decade. Corporate profits were depressed, inflation was rising, financial markets were sputtering, the United States had lost the Vietnam War, and the working class was in a state of rebellion. CEOs felt besieged; in a 1975 survey of Harvard Business Review subscribers, almost three-quarters saw some form of socialism prevailing by 1985.

By the end of the 1970s, feeding off popular discontent, elites led a rightward turn in our politics. Paul Volcker, appointed to the chairmanship of the Federal Reserve by Jimmy Carter in 1979, engineered a deep recession. The following year, Ronald Reagan was elected president, proclaiming a new order in which government was the problem that had to be kicked out of the way to let the marketplace work its magic. He fired striking air traffic controllers, setting the precedent for open warfare on unions, and remade fiscal policy into a scheme for making the rich richer at the expense of everyone else. Wages stagnated, and employment became considerably less secure. Workers who in the 1970s were slacking off on the job or going out on strike would no longer dream of misbehaving. The “cure” worked. A strange and unequal boom took hold that lasted into the early 1990s. After the caretaker George H.W. Bush administration evaporated, Bill Clinton took over, and with a few minor adjustments, kept the boom going for another decade. Profits zoomed, as did financial markets; 1985 (and 1995) turned out to be rather different from what the executive class had feared in 1975.

But a contradiction lay beneath it all: a system dependent on high levels of mass consumption for both economic dynamism and political legitimacy has a problem when mass purchasing power is squeezed. For a few decades, consumers borrowed to make up for what their paychecks were lacking, but that model broke down with the crisis of 2008. Today, we desperately need a new model of political economy—one that features a more equal distribution of income, investment in our rotting social and physical infrastructure, and a more cooperative ethic. When one meditates on that constellation, Hillary Clinton does not play a promising role.

In what follows, I’m going to spend some time on the early phase of Hillary’s life and career. I think that these stories are an important antidote to liberals’ fantasies about her as some sort of great
progressive. I’m going to spend less time on analyzing her current policy proposals because, based on her record, there are few reasons for receiving them with anything but profound skepticism.

Although this is a polemic directed at a prominent figure, I also want to make clear from the first that Hillary is not The Problem. (I should also say, because most truths are not self-evident, that all the misogynist attacks on her are grotesque.) By all orthodox measures she is a highly intelligent and informed senior member of the political class. That is the problem. Hillary is a symptom of a deep sickness in the American political system, produced by the structural features designed to limit popular power that James Madison first mused about in *The Federalist Papers* and that the authors of the Constitution inscribed in our basic law. Those inhibiting Constitutional features include the division of power among the branches, judicial review, and the deeply undemocratic structure of the Senate, all supplemented with a variety of schemes over the decades to limit the franchise. Add to that the quasi-official status of a two-party Congress, the ability of the rich to buy legislation and legislators, and the gatekeeping role of the media and you have a system that offers voters little more than the choice of which branch of the elite is going to screw them. And this doesn’t even get to the increase in presidential powers over the last few decades, a structural problem that is far larger than the inhabitant of the office.11

While it’s sometimes fashionable to complain that our democracy has been taken from us, things have always been pretty much this way. It’s this system that produces the likes of Hillary (and Jeb, and Marco, and all the rest, with oddballs like Donald occasionally crashing the party). And it’s why this book doesn’t end with a call to arms for an opposing candidate, since anyone likely to be elected is going to be from the same mold. Hillary is undeniably good at politics, even though she lacks her husband’s charm. But she is basically a standard-issue mainstream—or, as we used to say in bolder times, bourgeois—politician. This book is meant to refute all the extravagant claims from her supporters that she is more than that. And explain why her aura of inevitability going into this campaign, substantially diminished by the fall of 2015, was her major asset.

It may seem odd, in introducing a book devoted to a presidential candidate, to demean the political importance of presidential elections, but that’s what I’m about to do. That’s not to say the office isn’t important. Of course it is. Although the president’s room for maneuver is constrained by other branches and levels of government, not to mention ruling class power, it is still the most important political position in the world. The U.S. president is essentially the chief executive of the global elite. The international lines of command aren’t as clear as they once were; it’s hilarious to hear presidential candidates compete over who’d be the toughest on China, a country to which our Treasury owes $1.2 trillion.12 But there’s no more powerful single office anywhere in the world, and elites have a lock on it.

Anyone who wants seriously better politics in this country has to start from the bottom and work their way up. So while I may have some good things to say about Bernie Sanders and his campaign, magical interventions from the top won’t change much. If, by some freakish accident, Sanders ever got elected, the established order would crush him. We’ll never find salvation, or even decency, from above.

A note on usage: most of the time I refer to Hillary Rodham Clinton by her first name alone. Aside from its brevity, it distinguishes her from her husband, whom I mostly call Bill. It is also how she has been branding herself since her first run for the Senate—as the quirky but often sharp Dick Morris, who’s known her since 1978, put it, “symbolically independent of Bill and the tarnished Clinton name.”13
1. FROM PARK RIDGE TO LITTLE ROCK

Hillary Rodham spent her early years in Park Ridge, Illinois, a dry (as in drink-free), WASPy suburb of Chicago. In her childrearing book, *It Takes a Village*, she says she “grew up in a family that looked like it was straight out of the 1950s television sitcom *Father Knows Best*. Hugh Ellsworth Rodham, my father, was a self-sufficient, tough-minded small-businessman who ran a plant that screen-printed and sold drapery fabrics.” This description of her father seems generous about a man who, by Gail Sheehy’s rendition, was emotionally abusive and impossible to please. She describes a supportive village surrounding her in childhood: “Grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins all pitched in if illness or some other misfortune strained the family.” As Carl Bernstein notes in his biography of Hillary, “She does not mention such misfortunes as her father cutting his brother down from a noose.”

Hillary has a long history of being economical with the truth—which is why Bernstein says of her voluminous but minimally informative memoir *Living History* that its “principal value…is as insight into how Hillary sees herself and wants the story of her life to be told. It is often at variance with my reporting, other books, and with newspapers and periodicals as well.”

One can forgive Hillary’s reticence about sharing the unpleasantries of her childhood. But her early environment resembled the world of Thomas Hobbes more than that of 1950s TV. As Gail Sheehy reported, Hugh Rodham was a gruff, “authoritarian drillmaster,” a political reactionary who demanded austerity, discipline, and self-reliance. Displays of emotion were regarded as signs of weakness. Her mother, Dorothy Howell, had a rough childhood. Born to a 15-year-old mother, Dorothy had parents who split up when she was eight and disappeared from her life. She was left in the care of what Sheehy describes as a “demeaning” grandmother who then fobbed her off on strangers who worked her for room and board. Hillary told a college classmate that her parents’ fights were so distressing that she felt as if she was losing the top of her head. It was an atmosphere that demanded toughness and self-reliance.

Young Hillary picked up the conservatism of her father and her surroundings. In junior high, she fell under the influence of a history teacher, Paul Carlson, a follower of the frothing anticommunist senator Joe McCarthy. As Carlson told Sheehy, the young Hillary was “a hawk.” A few years later, though, she found another guru, one she’d stick with for years—a young new pastor at the First Methodist Church of Park Ridge named Don Jones. (Hillary has always been very much a Methodist.) Jones was a dashing intellectual who helped open Hillary’s mind. He got the church youth reading D.H. Lawrence and e.e. cummings, listening to Bob Dylan, and talking about Picasso. He took his flock to the South Side of Chicago to meet some black youth. But despite this new affiliation, she hadn’t given up on the reactionary Carlson—she joined his discussion club to get a taste of his roster of hard-right speakers. In April 1962, Jones took her to hear Martin Luther King Jr. speak in Chicago, and then meet him backstage. She was moved, but not enough to stop her from campaigning for Barry Goldwater—a man whose candidacy was the overture to the right’s long rise in American politics—in 1964. Though it’s sometimes occluded by rhetoric and gestures, like the austere Protestantism, that conservative political streak never went away.
Then she was off to Wellesley. In Sheehy’s words (quoting from letters to a high school friend), “Her first order of business was to choose an identity. That’s right, choose. Over Christmas vacation in her sophomore year, by her own count, she went through no fewer than ‘three-and-a-half metamorphoses.’ Hillary Rodham was fully conscious of selecting her preferred personality from a ‘smorgasbord’ spread before her: ‘educational and social reformer, alienated academic, involved pseudohippie,’ political leader, or ‘compassionate misanthrope.’”

A few years into college, she began feeling seriously alienated from “the entire unreality of middle-class America.” But she was not about to become a student revolutionary: identifying herself as an “agnostic intellectual liberal [and] emotional conservative,” she would “work toward change by keeping her peers in line as they protested,” as Sheehy put it. Or, in the words of the then-president of Wellesley, she was all about “effecting change…from within rather than outside the system.”

Hillary wrote her undergraduate thesis on the founder of community organizing, Saul Alinsky. (Curiously, Barack Obama has a reputed history as a community organizer in the Alinsky tradition. Chicago activists can’t recall much of significance that he did, but it has yielded him some largely unearned cred on the left and thoroughly unearned antipathy on the right.) Her advisor, Alan Schechter, told Bill Clinton’s biographer David Maraniss that she “started out thinking community action programs would make a big difference,” but came around to thinking that they were “too idealistic and simplistic; that they might make a marginal but not a lasting difference,” because they needed outside money and help. Hillary has never been one for organization from below.

There’s a foretaste of the future Hillary in this characterization of Alinsky’s thinking from her thesis: “Welfare programs since the New Deal have neither redeveloped poverty areas nor even catalyzed the poor into helping themselves. A cycle of dependency has been created which ensnares its victims into resignation and apathy.” While there’s an element of truth to this, Alinsky’s remedy was for poor people to claim political power on their own behalf (leaving aside the question of whether his organizing techniques could accomplish that). Hillary, though, would support welfare “reform” in the 1990s, throwing single mothers onto the mercies of the low-wage job market. Though her support for welfare reform was partly an act of political cynicism—she thought it would get her husband votes—there was plenty of the moral astringency of the old English workhouse about it too.

During Hillary’s senior year, a movement arose to have a student speaker at graduation, and Hillary emerged as the consensus candidate for the job. Her remarks, though enthusiastically received, meander all over the page when read as a text 45 years later. What stands out, though, is this remarkable passage:

> We are, all of us, exploring a world that none of us even understands and attempting to create within that uncertainty. But there are some things we feel, feelings that our prevailing, acquisitive, and competitive corporate life, including tragically the universities, is not the way of life for us. We’re searching for more immediate, ecstatic, and penetrating modes of living.

That is not the Hillary we know today. But, as odd as it sounds, years later, her husband would say this to the National Association of Realtors in 1993: “I used to save a little quote by Carl Sandburg…. Sandburg said, a tough will counts. So does desire. So does a rich, soft wanting…. I see that and I think you do too.” Who knew that under all that duplicity and ambition, they’re just a pair of Romantics?

The practical Hillary nonetheless overruled the ecstatic and penetrating Hillary—she rejected an organizing job offered by Alinsky to go to law school. He said, “Well, that’s no way to change anything.” She responded: “Well, I see a different way from you. And I think there is a real opportunity.” And it was on to the Yale Law School.
While it’s widely known that Hillary and Bill met when they were students at Yale, it’s less known that their first date essentially involved crossing a picket line. Bill suggested they go to a Rothko exhibit at the university’s art gallery, but it was closed because of a campus-wide strike by unionized employees. Bill convinced a guard to let them in, after he cleared away the garbage blocking the entrance. Hillary was impressed—not for the first time—by his powers of persuasion. Soon after, Bill “‘locked in on’ her,” as Maraniss put it.

By Yale Law standards, one friend recalled to Maraniss, Hillary was a conservative—though she opposed the Vietnam War and dressed like a hippie, she still believed in the fundamental institutions of American life. She had no patience for the utopianism of the time.

The year after she graduated from law school in 1972, she wrote a paper for the *Harvard Educational Review* on the legal rights of children. She’d gotten interested in the topic after hearing Marian Wright Edelman—the first black woman admitted to the Mississippi bar—lecture at Yale. After the lecture, she approached Edelman, asking to work with her at her D.C.-based public interest law firm, where Hillary then spent the summer of 1970 working on issues related to the conditions of migrant farm laborers and their families.

Although the right would later denounce her article as a radical anti-family screed, it was anything but. Hillary concluded that the state had to intervene in the case of actual harm to children, but the governing standard had to be strict. Offensive but not objective “medically diagnosable harm” should not trigger intervention. It was the first in a series of legal articles on children and families, an early instance of what she would later describe as a life-long interest in such issues. Her relationship to child welfare—and to Marian Wright Edelman—would change dramatically when Bill signed the welfare reform bill 20 years later, and a different view of poor children (and their mothers) became more expedient. Edelman called it a “moment of shame,” and her husband, Peter Edelman, resigned from the Clinton administration with an open letter of protest.

Soon after his graduation, Bill returned to Arkansas—first for a stint as a law professor, and then to run for Congress. John Doar, who was putting together the legal team for the Nixon impeachment case, offered Bill a job, but Bill suggested that he instead hire Hillary, who was by then working at Edelman’s Children’s Defense Fund. Bill was taking the long view. Maraniss cites a conversation Bill had with Arkansas politician David Pryor: “[A]ccording to Pryor, Clinton put the question in terms of his friend Rodham and his relationship with her. ‘He talked to me about Hillary going to work for the Watergate committee,’ Pryor recalled. ‘He asked, “Is that a good idea?” It was a career consideration. He knew that his career would be in politics and the question was whether Hillary’s connection with the Watergate committee might have political ramifications.’”

Hillary took the job. She became friends with Bernard Nussbaum, one of Doar’s top assistants, who’d later become Bill’s White House Counsel. She told him—and anyone else who’d listen—that Bill was destined to be president someday. Nussbaum thought that was ridiculous. Hillary exploded at him: “You asshole…. He is going to be president of the United States.” (Hillary apparently often swears like a longshoreman, one of the more endearing things about her.) But expectations were also high for Hillary. A couple of years earlier, when she was working on the McGovern campaign, her colleagues thought she had a great political career ahead of her. Bill himself thought she could be a senator or governor someday.

So what to do after the impeachment committee dissolved? She could go back to the Children’s Defense Fund. She could go to Washington and work at a law firm, get a feel for politics—a route complicated by her having failed the D.C. bar exam (something she kept secret for 30 years). Or she could relocate to Arkansas, where she’d visited a few times, to be with Bill. Moving to the sticks made her nervous, but she headed there anyway, joining Bill while his 1974 Congressional campaign was
underway. Bill lost, but he’d made a name for himself, almost beating an incumbent against long odds.

He immediately began thinking of the next race. His eye was on the governorship, but he calculated that attorney general might be a more achievable first step. Hillary was teaching law and running a legal aid clinic. They spent lots of time together, but marriage was still an open question. She had political ambitions, and worried that she’d be seen as a bad feminist if she acquired family obligations. She took a trip east and asked her friends about the wisdom of marrying Bill. When she got back to Arkansas, Bill greeted her with the news of a house he’d just bought and a marriage proposal. She accepted.

During the attorney general campaign, Bill alienated the state’s unions by refusing to support the repeal of Arkansas’ right-to-work law. It was the first in a long line of gestures with which he aimed to distance himself from traditional liberal politics. He won this election handily—though everyone was aware that the office was just a stepping stone.

The young couple moved from the relatively bohemian Fayetteville to the more formal Little Rock. Hillary went from the legal clinic to the Rose Law Firm, which represented the moneyed interests of Arkansas. It did not hurt her prospects at the firm that her husband was the state’s chief legal officer, albeit one not long for the job. Less than a year after the election, Bill’s chief of staff called in a neophyte political consultant from New York, Dick Morris, to evaluate his next step—governor or senator? Morris counseled a run for governor. It was the beginning of a 20-year association, interrupted by occasional storms, between the wily psephologist and the two Clintons.

While Hillary was at Rose, her allegiances began to shift. The community organizing group ACORN, then based in Arkansas and very much in the Alinsky tradition, got a ballot measure passed that would lower electricity rates for residential users in Little Rock and raise them for commercial users. Business, of course, was not pleased, and filed a legal challenge, with Rose representing them. Wade Rathke, the founder of ACORN who’d been a friend of Hillary’s, was shocked to see her arguing the business case in court. And not only did she argue the case—she helped, too, to craft the legal strategy, which was that the new rate schedule amounted to an unconstitutional “taking of property.” This is now a common right-wing argument against regulation. Hillary was one of its early architects.

A few years later, she handled a case for Rose on behalf of Coca-Cola. Coke had been sued by a worker who claimed that he was disabled and had been improperly denied retirement benefits. Taking this assignment stood in stark contrast with Hillary’s attitude earlier in the decade, when she’d criticized the hotshot D.C. lawyer Joseph Califano for defending Coke’s treatment of migrant farm workers in characteristically pithy terms: “You sold out, you motherfucker, you sold out.” Hillary had evidently come a long way from defending children, or her summer internship during law school at radical law firm in Oakland where two of the partners were Communists.

Bill won the 1978 election and embraced as one of his signature programs the improvement of Arkansas’ miserable road system. He chose to finance it by raising car license fees—which proved enormously unpopular, and was a major reason he lost his bid for re-election two years later. (Arkansas governors served only two-year terms in those days.) With the help of Dick Morris, Bill began plotting his comeback almost as soon as the ballots were counted. Morris’ polling discovered that the people of Arkansas generally liked Bill, but saw him as someone who’d been led astray by the countercultural types who populated Yale and Oxford (where Bill was a Rhodes scholar after graduating from college). Morris advised him to offer a public mea culpa on the car tax, which he did. And Hillary, who’d been sticking with the surname Rodham like the 1970s feminist she saw herself as, now took the Clinton name. Bill went on to recapture the governorship. As a result of this experience, he, Hillary, and Morris together decided that the best way to conduct politics was through permanent campaigning. Policy and polling would be inseparable.

This model of governing depended on finding reliable enemies who could be relentlessly attacked.
Bill, with advice from Morris and close support from Hillary, chose the teachers’ union. A court had ruled the Arkansas education finance system unconstitutional. It was certainly woefully unequal, with teachers in some districts paid so poorly that they qualified for Food Stamps. Raising taxes was a political challenge, however, so Clinton proposed balancing a one point increase in the sales tax with a competency test for teachers, something that the teachers’ union vigorously opposed. Morris had discovered that the Arkansas public was not at all fond of the union. Tying the test to the tax increase allowed Clinton to present himself as doing it all for the kids, and not a special interest group. Morris celebrated the maneuver as a politically crafty break from the ways of the Old Democrat left.

As Carl Bernstein put it in his biography of Hillary, the teachers’ union “was not exactly the antichrist, and in fact had done some pretty good things in a state where the legislature had typically accorded more attention to protecting the rights of poultry farmers to saturate half of Arkansas’ topsoil with chicken feces than providing its children with a decent education.” But setting up the union as the enemy paid rich political dividends. Clinton got the tax increase and the competency test. These measures did not, however, lead to any improvement in Arkansas’ educational performance. A review of the reform efforts by the Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation found “a serious, large demoralization of the teaching force. They feel constrained by what they perceive to be a stranglehold of mandates, needless paperwork and limited encouragement.” The problems of Arkansas’ educational system were so deeply structural, rooted in the state’s poverty and backwardness, that tackling them required a wholesale overhaul of the state’s entire political economy. The Clintons weren’t about to take that on.

Instead, they were laying the groundwork for the creation of what would eventually hit the national stage as the New Democrat movement, something that took institutional form in the Democratic Leadership Council that was set up in 1985. Support for teacher testing and the right-to-work law were effective ways to show the Clintons’ distance from organized labor. Bill went light on environmental enforcement and spread around tax breaks in the name of “economic development.” Tyson Foods, the major producer of the chicken shit referred to by Bernstein, got $8 million in tax breaks between 1988 and 1990, at a time when the company’s budget was twice that of the entire state. Hillary was at Bill’s side throughout all of this and was a close collaborator in the education reform operation. She co-wrote Bill’s 1991 keynote speech at the DLC’s national convention, which turned out to be a major hit. It was an early declaration of New Democrat principles—the promotion of “personal responsibility” as the solution to social problems, the evocation of the beauties of free trade and fiscal discipline, the excoriation of “government monopoly,” the treatment of “citizens like...customers,” movement beyond the presumably obsolete categories of left and right, and promises of enhanced “opportunity” for all. Those promises of opportunity would recur throughout his presidency, but were never backed up with much in the way of budget allocations.

But Hillary wasn’t just doing political work for the Clinton enterprise; she was also busy defending the leading lights of Arkansas Inc. at Rose and serving on various corporate boards—most notoriously, the viciously anti-union Wal-Mart. (In her defense, she did encourage the firm to begin a recycling program.) In her six years on the Wal-Mart board, from 1986 to 1992, Hillary did not utter a single word of opposition to the company’s hostility to unions, nor is there any evidence that she challenged the company’s notorious discrimination against women in pay and promotion. On the contrary, at a 1990 stockholders’ meeting she expressed her pride in the company, and founder Sam Walton used her presence on the board to deflect criticism of the company’s sexist practices. When asked in 2008 by ABC News about Wal-Mart’s hardline anti-labor stance, she could only respond by retreating into generality, saying that unions “have been essential to our nation’s success.”

Connections between Rose and the state of Arkansas would later cause the Clintons no end of problems, and not just for the circus that came to be known as Whitewater. The state did all kinds of
business with Rose, from routine bond issues to more complex litigation. Having the state do business
with a law firm that employed the governor’s wife seemed a little smelly to many. But, no matter—the
Clintons would soon be leaving town. Ambitions as expansive as theirs couldn’t be satisfied in the
Ozarks.
The Clintons had outgrown Arkansas. Bill contemplated running for president in 1988. He decided against it, in part because he was terrified that one or more of a wide variety of paramours would come forward with their stories. But he eventually found his nerve and plunged into the 1992 campaign. An internal campaign memo from March of that year, reported by Jeff Gerth and Don Von Natta in their book on Hillary, listed more than 75 potential problems for the candidacy. Among them were, of course, Bill’s many affairs, but about two-thirds of the sore spots involved both Bill and Hillary, or Hillary alone. Eighteen of the problems were related to Hillary and her work at Rose.

Despite these difficulties, the Clintons ran a successful campaign. Ross Perot divided the anti–George H.W. Bush vote and Bill won the election with 43% of the vote. It was the next stage of what they’d years earlier called The Journey—their joint venture to change the world. As Gail Sheehy put it: “Eight years of Bill, eight years of Hill. That was the dream. It was Hillary’s private slogan, shared with one of her closest intimates, Linda Bloodworth-Thomason. Early in his 1992 presidential campaign, I asked then Governor Clinton if he was concerned about being upstaged by his wife. He was unfazed: ‘I’ve always liked strong women. It doesn’t bother me for people to see her and get excited and say she could be president, too.’ ‘So, after eight years of Bill Clinton?’ I teased. ‘Eight years of Hillary Clinton,’ he said. ‘Why not?’”

The inauguration would set the tone for the presidency. Despite their rhetorical efforts to declare an end to the greed and materialism of the 1980s, the event was a model of excess that cost $25 million. The greed and materialism of the 1990s were upon us.

The presidential couple settled into what seemed at first like a co-presidency, with Hillary exercising an influence that no previous First Lady ever had. This caused trouble right from the start. Always suspicious of the media, she shut off reporters’ access to the West Wing of the White House. The move ended up alienating the press to no good effect.

More substantively, Hillary was given responsibility for running the health care reform agenda. It was very much a New Democrat scheme. Rejecting a Canadian-style single-payer system, Hillary came up with an impossibly complex arrangement called “managed competition.” Employers would be encouraged to provide health care to their workers, individuals would be assembled into cooperatives with some bargaining power, and competition among providers would keep costs down. But the plan was hatched in total secrecy, with no attempt to cultivate support in Congress or among the public for what would be a massive piece of legislation—and one of which the medical-industrial complex was not at all fond. (The industry’s hostility was somewhat mysterious; they feared price controls and bureaucratic meddling in their freedom to do business, but it’s not as if Hillary or Bill were out to expropriate them.) At a meeting with Democratic leaders in April 1993, Senator Bill Bradley suggested that Hillary might need to compromise to get a bill passed. She would have none of it: the White House would “demonize” any legislators who stood in her way. Bradley was stunned. Years later, he told Bernstein that “[t]hat was it for me in terms of Hillary Clinton. You don’t tell members of the Senate you are going to demonize them. It was obviously so basic to who she is. The arrogance…. The disdain.” (You have to love Bradley’s
assumption that senators should be deferred to.) Health care reform was a miserable failure. It never attracted popular support and went nowhere in Congress. Most of the blame for the failure fell, justifiably, on Hillary.

In an attempt to move on, Hillary now reinvented herself as an “advocate.” As she wrote in Living History, “I began to focus on discrete domestic projects that were more achievable than massive undertakings such as health care reform. On my agenda now were children’s health issues, breast cancer prevention, and protecting funding for public television, legal services and the arts.” She campaigned for changes in adoption laws and for a bill to guarantee that newborns and their mothers wouldn’t be kicked out of the hospital sooner than 48 hours after the birth. It was all very high-minded, and good for her image, but of limited impact.

She did, however, support one of the most controversial moves of the Clinton years: welfare reform. In Living History, she describes it as a “plan that would motivate and equip women to obtain a better life for themselves and their children.” She wrote that she’d hoped that welfare reform would have been “the beginning, not the end, of our concern for the poor.” This statement is rich in its disingenuousness. The whole point of welfare reform was disciplining the poor, not helping them. Hillary is no naïf and must have recognized that as the political consensus. Still, she bragged that “[b]y the time Bill and I left the White House, welfare rolls had dropped 60 percent from 14.1 million to 5.8 million, and millions of parents had gone to work.” Of course, that was during the strongest economic expansion of the last several decades—gains that were undone in the recessions and weak expansions that would follow. Later, as senator, she supported George W. Bush’s proposal to expand the work requirement for recipients of the surviving welfare program, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)—one of the few Democrats to do so. Advocates for the poor were shocked, showing signs that they were poorly informed about her political history.

A 2014 analysis by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities found the following about the new welfare regime, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families: fewer families were drawing benefits despite increased need; the value of those benefits have eroded to the point where beneficiaries can’t meet their basic needs; it does far less to reduce poverty than its predecessor, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, which welfare reform abolished; and almost all of the early employment gains for single mothers have been reversed.

Living History was written with the help of three ghostwriters, who were thanked in the acknowledgments. The ghostwriter of her earlier book, It Takes a Village, wasn’t mentioned at all, and Hillary even claimed that she’d written it all herself. When Village was announced, the New York Times reported that “The book will actually be written by Barbara Feinman, a journalism professor at Georgetown University in Washington. Ms. Feinman will conduct a series of interviews with Mrs. Clinton, who will help edit the resulting text.” Feinman even suggested the title, citing an African proverb of dubious provenance. In a 2002 article for a writer’s journal, Feinman—then using her married name, Barbara Feinman Todd—said the book was jointly produced with its editor, exchanging drafts “round-robin style.” Several years after the book was published, she told a Washington magazine that Hillary was responsible for Simon & Schuster’s delay in paying Todd the final installment of her $120,000 fee. She quoted the publisher as saying, “It’s the White House that doesn’t want you paid.” The non-acknowledgment and withheld installment were widely reported at the time, and an embarrassed Simon & Schuster finally wrote the check.

No survey of Hillary’s time as First Lady would be complete without a review of the scandals—and not just Bill’s dalliances. The most famous was Whitewater, a word it pains me to type. As Vincent Foster, Hillary’s good friend and fellow partner at Rose who came with her to Washington, said in a handwritten note discovered after his suicide, it was “a can of worms you shouldn’t open.” It’s not much
Democrats love to say that there was nothing to Whitewater. While it is certainly true that it was not what Republicans made of it during the impeachment days, neither was it nothing. A sleazy but well-connected pal of the Clintons, Jim McDougal, came to them in 1980 with a proposal to invest in a piece of undeveloped riverfront land in the Ozarks that he hoped to turn into vacation houses. They took up the offer—but paid almost no attention afterward.  

Had they done so, they might have found that the scheme was not working out. A few years after the land purchase, McDougal bought himself a savings and loan (S&L) that he grandly renamed Madison Guaranty, which he used to fund his real estate ventures, Whitewater among them. Speculators operating on borrowed money are always dangerous—doubly so when they’ve got their own bank to draw on. And Madison Guaranty, like hundreds of other S&Ls in the early 1980s, was bleeding money. By 1985, a desperate McDougal hired Rose to handle its legal affairs. That was malodorous in itself, since Madison was regulated by the state, and a Rose partner was the governor’s wife. But the Clintons were also investors in McDougal’s schemes.

The details of the Whitewater scheme are of far less interest than the way Hillary handled it: with lies, half-truths, and secrecy. She initially claimed during the 1992 campaign that she hadn’t represented clients before state regulators, which was patently untrue. She then revised that initial position, saying that she’d “tried to avoid such involvement and cannot recall any instance other than the Madison Guaranty matter in which I had any involvement, and my involvement there was minimal.” (Madison wasn’t the only instance where she had an “involvement.” Another was the Southern Development Bancorporation, which paid Rose over $100,000 in fees and received $300,000 in state investments.) On the Diane Rehm Show, Hillary said that she’d provided the New York Times, which broke the Whitewater story, with “every document we had” about the case. This, too, was completely untrue.

Hillary initially claimed that the Rose billing records for the Madison case, which were under multiple subpoenas, had disappeared. But they suddenly reappeared, discovered by a longtime personal assistant in a room in the residential quarters of the White House. When asked about this mysterious reappearance, Hillary responded, “I, like everyone else, would like to know the answer about how those documents showed up after all these years.” The records showed that rather than having a trivial role in representing Madison, she’d actually billed for 60 hours of work.

A prominent legal journalist of my acquaintance, a loyal Hillaryite, explained the fate of the billing documents this way: “They were lost, Doug, and then they were found.” There are many dimensions to the Clinton magic.
This is a short chapter; there’s not a great deal to say about Hillary’s Senate career. Aside from her enthusiastic vote for the Iraq War, it’s hard to think of her as much more than a seat warmer. In the language of the Senate, she was seen as a workhorse, not a showhorse. There’s certainly not much to show for all the work.

At first, Hillary’s candidacy for the Senate was seen as a long shot. She set her sights on the New York seat of Daniel “Pat” Moynihan, who was retiring. Whatever his many political problems—like being a pivotal figure in the transformation of the understanding of poverty from a problem endemic to the U.S. economy to cultural pathologies endemic among the poor themselves—Moynihan was nonetheless a substantial figure. Hillary, in contrast, was widely seen as a carpetbagger who knew little of New York and had shown scant interest in it before one of its Senate seats became available. And she could not shake the bad karma from her role at the White House.

She entered the election while she was still First Lady. This required the Clintons to buy a house in Westchester, so she could have a nominal New York residence, which they did two months after she announced, in July 1999, that she was contemplating a run. The location of the announcement was Moynihan’s farm, which was supposed to signal his approval. In fact, he’d had troubles with both Clintons dating from the days of health care reform, when the administration, perceiving disloyalty, sprayed him with some hostile leaks. As Carl Bernstein wrote, Moynihan “would make life difficult for the Clintons for years.” But he appeared to be mostly over it by 1999.80

Although Hillary portrayed herself in Living History as at first reluctant to run, only finally deciding to do so on the basis of popular acclamation, Gerth and Van Natta portray her as anything but halting. Her ambition was always intense, certainly no less intense than her husband’s. She wanted to be known for her own accomplishments and not as “former First lady” and “derivative spouse.”81

To counter the carpetbagger problem, Hillary went on a “listening tour” of New York, visiting all of the state’s 62 counties, the earliest of her conspicuous exercises in tapping into the vox populi. Though there were gaffes, like donning a New York Yankees hat and pretending to be a long-time fan when she wasn’t, for which she was widely ridiculed, the tour turned out to be a success, convincing locals that she was like them. All of this was undertaken before she officially announced her candidacy in February 2000. On her campaign merchandise she was simply “Hillary,” the first time she’d branded herself without one or two other names.

Her first Republican opponent was New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani, a mean-spirited Republican hardliner. That didn’t stop her from trying to take positions to his right. In an interview with the New York Times, the first in-depth one of the campaign, “[s]he went out of her way to note her support for the death penalty, welfare restrictions and a balanced budget,” as the paper’s account put it.82

When a diagnosis of prostate cancer forced Giuliani out of the race (which came at the same time he left his wife for another woman, enough to ruin a candidacy on its own), he was replaced by a much weaker candidate, Long Island Congressman Rick Lazio. Hillary beat him comfortably, by 13 points. She would have no trouble getting re-elected in 2006.
Surprisingly, or maybe not, one of her first tasks on arriving in the Senate was making friends with Republicans. In his book, *Clinton, Inc.*, Daniel Halper, a smart, non-frothing conservative, writes:

Thus what Hillary Clinton pulled off with her Republican Senate colleagues was nothing short of masterful. I spoke to many, if not all, of Senator Clinton’s biggest opponents within the Republican Party during her time as First Lady. On or off the record, no matter how much they were coaxed, not one of them would say a negative thing about Hillary Clinton as a person—other than observing that her Democratic allies sometimes didn’t like her.83

She buddied up to John McCain, and attended prayer breakfasts with right-wingers like the atrocious Sam Brownback of Kansas (who once described her as “a beautiful child of the living God”).84 She befriended Republicans who’d served as floor managers of her husband’s impeachment. Even Newt Gingrich had good things to say about her.85

She didn’t attend just any prayer breakfasts—she buddied up to the Fellowship, aka the Family, a secretive fundamentalist organization based in Arlington that has long been a gathering place for the political and corporate elite to pray and network. She had been involved with the organization as First Lady and then graduated to its Senatorial branch. Though there are Democrats in the group, it is laced with right-wingers, and as Kathryn Joyce and Jeff Sharlet reported, has a long history of supporting bloody dictators in the name of free enterprise. Its mission has traditionally been to harness a love of Jesus to the running of the world for profit. While there’s no doubt a large dose of political expediency in Hillary’s association with people that many of her liberal supporters would find appalling, it’s also a sign of her residual deep hawkishness and religiosity. As Joyce and Sharlet write, she supported government funding for religiously provided social services before George W. Bush ever did.86 Her opposition to gay marriage, which history finally forced her to renounce in 2013, was part political calculation, part Midwestern Methodist.

Hillary cast her vote for the Iraq War without having read the full National Intelligence Estimate, which was far more skeptical about Iraq’s weaponry than the bowdlerized version that was made public. This was very strange behavior for someone as disciplined as Hillary, famous for working late and taking a stack of briefing books home. Senator Bob Graham, one of the few who actually did take the trouble to read the NIE, voted against the war in part because of what it contained. We can never know why she chose not to read the document, but it’s hard not to conclude that she wanted to vote for war more than she wanted to know the truth.

Hillary even accused Saddam of having ties to al-Qaeda—essentially siding with Bush and Cheney to a degree that no other Democrat, even Joe Lieberman, approached. Most of Bill’s foreign policy advisors rejected such a position as nonsense. Kenneth Pollack, a prowar National Security Council veteran who’d also advised Hillary, told Gerth and Van Natta that the Saddam/al-Qaeda link was “bullshit…. We all knew that was bullshit.”87 It took Hillary years to admit her vote was a “mistake.” After the war went sour, Hillary argued that the Bush administration hadn’t pursued diplomatic approaches fervently enough—even though she voted against an amendment that would have required the president to do just that before any invasion.88

Another vote Hillary now regrets is the one she cast in favor of the 2001 bankruptcy reform bill. Big finance had been lobbying to reverse American law’s traditional indulgence of debtors for years. They wanted to make it much harder for people with onerous credit card debt to “discharge” it—have it wiped away forever—by a fairly simple bankruptcy filing. They finally got one through Congress at the very end of Bill’s presidency. It was mostly written, Elizabeth Warren told me back when she was still a professor at Harvard Law School, by a law firm for the credit card industry, Morrison & Foerster of San Francisco.
The firm is nicknamed, and uses as its internet domain, “MoFo.” Not your usual elite legal politesse.

Hillary asked Warren to brief her on the bill. Warren, a long-standing opponent of creditor-friendly bankruptcy reform, quickly convinced her that it was a horror that would hurt poor and middle-income people badly, single mothers prominently among them. Hillary went back to the White House and lobbied her husband to veto the bill. He did—it was one of the last acts of his term in office, along with pardoning Marc Rich. 89

Two years later, though, Hillary was in the Senate, “representing Wall Street,” as she reminded us in the first 2015 Democratic debate. Another version of bankruptcy reform came up and this time, forgetting everything she learned from Warren, Hillary voted for it. When asked to explain the vote during the 2015 campaign she said that enough changes had been made to the bill to justify her vote—a position almost none of the anti-bankruptcy reform advocates took—and then pointedly noted that then-senator Joe Biden, a dear friend of the credit card industry who was once known as the senator from MBNA (a major card issuer based in Biden’s home state of Delaware, now part of Bank of America), urged her to vote for it. 90 Now that Biden isn’t running, she probably won’t do this again, but you never know.

But other than warmongering, defending creditors, and eagerly making friends with the opposition, her Senatorial accomplishments were minimal. Hilary Bok, a professor at Johns Hopkins who used to blog under the name “hilzoy,” compiled a list of the successful bills that Hillary had sponsored; they were mostly about minor issues such as the renaming of post offices in the memory of local worthies or the use of low-energy lighbulbs in public buildings. A couple of her bills promoted the use of electric vehicles and the use of heat pumps to conserve modest amounts of energy. 91 Alarmed by “a silent epidemic” of “pornographic and violent” games, she urged an investigation of the video game industry by the Federal Trade Commission and also introduced a bill to tighten regulations on the sale of “mature” video games to minors. It went nowhere. 92 (In It Takes a Village, she praised the work of Tipper Gore and William Bennett against gangsta rap and decried the pervasive violence of popular culture; unsurprisingly she didn’t apply this critique of violence to her foreign policy preferences.) 93 She also cosponsored a bill to criminalize burning the American flag, a strategy she saw as a compromise between those who think flag-burning is a form of free speech and those who want a constitutional amendment to ban it. 94

A survey on Congress.gov of the legislation she sponsored or cosponsored provides further evidence of its profound insubstantiality: a resolution “honoring the victims of the bombing of Pan Am flight 103,” a bill to allow taxpayers to designate a portion of their refunds to help homeless veterans, a bill to require country of origin labels on dairy products, and so on. Few of these bills went anywhere. Almost all of her Senate record, the Iraq vote aside, was the legislative equivalent of being against cancer. In fact, she introduced a resolution expressing “support for the goals and ideals of Pancreatic Cancer Awareness Month.” 95 You just can’t argue with that.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

Hillary ran her Senate office in a manner that those accustomed to her way of working would easily recognize: secretly and with a penchant for skirting rules. She’d begun building the world now widely known as “Hillaryland” during her time as First Lady, and by the time she got to the Senate it was well established. Its inhabitants were, and still are, a tight circle of confidants and advisors, tight-lipped and intensely loyal to the boss. As a Senate source said to Gerth and Van Natta, “If you are disloyal or indiscreet, there will be a price for the disloyalty. There is a fear of retribution that permeates the group.” Hillary used Senate email servers for political fundraising, which is illegal, and kept a few dozen employees as “congressional fellows,” off the books and outside the realm of public accountability (a
During her Senate years, Hillary spent her spare time building a formidable political machine—a loyal circle of advisors, a PAC, and, with help from others, a think tank and media operation. The think tank, the Center for American Progress (CAP), was founded in 2003 by Bill’s former chief of staff, John Podesta (chair of Hillary’s 2016 campaign), in conjunction with other members of the Clinton inner circle and Democratic moneybags like George Soros. In a 2004 article on CAP’s early history, Robert Dreyfuss described it as “a shadow government, a kind of Clinton White-House-in-exile—or a White House staff in readiness for President Hillary Clinton.” It was founded very much in the New Democrat mode, safely centrist, tough on defense and incremental on domestic policy, with an approach distinctly unlike the ideological warriors who staffed Heritage and Cato from their early days. (It’s now repositioning itself as deeply concerned about inequality, as if the finance-friendly free-trading New Dems had nothing to do with causing the problem.)

Unlike most major think tanks, which issue annual reports with helpful information about their patrons, CAP has long resisted disclosing its donors. The investigative journalist Ken Silverstein obtained internal documentation showing generous funding from Comcast, Wal-Mart, GE, Boeing, and Lockheed. CAP grudgingly revealed some donor info in January 2015. Among the big names: the Gates Foundation, the United Arab Emirates, Apple, Blackstone, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs… Many names, however, remained anonymous.

The media machine took the form of David Brock’s Media Matters for America (MMfA), founded in 2004, an apparently independent operation run by a madly loyal operative. (CAP gave it office space in its early days.) Like CAP, the organization has resisted releasing names of its supporters, but in 2010 Soros disclosed that he’d just donated a million dollars. Among the earlier funders was the Democracy Alliance, a consortium of liberal plutocrats (which also gave to CAP), Soros among them. Although MMfA fights against press attacks on all Democrats, Hillary has long been their special cause. That bias is no accident: in a 2007 speech, she bragged about “the new progressive infrastructure— institutions that I helped to start and support like Media Matters and Center for American Progress.”

Democrats used to complain about the Republican use of dark money, secret piles of cash gathered unaccountably for partisan ends. Now that the Clintons have mastered the art, you don’t hear those complaints anymore except from the margins. Meanwhile, this richly funded institution-building left Hillary well positioned for a presidential run.
Though she deliberated for years about whether to run for president, Hillary’s 2008 campaign started out with the same descriptor as that of her 2016 run: she was an “inevitable winner.” The rise of Barack Obama eventually proved that this was far from the truth, frustrating her plan to win heavily in the early contests and deal a fatal blow to any impertinent competition. A political psychoanalyst might suspect that constant assertions of inevitability are a defense mechanism designed to counter a candidate’s deep vulnerability. But Hillary did look like a sure bet in the early days of the campaign. Her inner circle viewed Obama as a “phenomenon,” a glittering bauble that could easily be smashed. Yes, there was John Edwards, but a combination of over-attention to haircuts and mistresses soon disposed of him.

Obama’s image as an “outsider,” an Iraq War opponent, and a former community organizer gave him what in retrospect looks like an unwarranted insurgent appeal. His outsiderhood was, of course, grossly exaggerated: groomed by elites since his youth, he was urged to run for president by Harry Reid after less than two years in the Senate. Reid could see that Obama didn’t have the gregarious, deal making temperament necessary for success in the upper chamber, and thought that he’d be a bright alternative to Hillary. To Reid and other senior Dems, Hillary held too much risk of electoral catastrophe. Her vote for the Iraq War was toxic to the party’s left, and the campaign would revive memories of all the old Clinton scandals. Washington was abuzz with rumors that Bill was still on the prowl (as is Chappaqua today). Republican opposition researchers, it was felt, would make merry with all of it, and the party would get crushed in the election.\textsuperscript{103}

Obama was a phenomenon indeed, but one that was not easily crushed. He was something of a blank screen onto which millions could project their fantasies of a more peaceful, more egalitarian world. Checks poured into his campaign. When the first quarter fundraising results were released in April 2007, Hillary’s people were shocked to learn that he’d brought in more cash than she had, and from a far broader array of donors.\textsuperscript{104} She still led in the polls, but the race tightened as the year went on. Despite a “likability tour,” an initiative whose name says it all, she did badly in the Iowa caucuses in early January 2008, causing serious damage to her aura of inevitability.\textsuperscript{105} After that defeat, New Hampshire looked bad, but she pulled off a surprising victory there. She suffered a serious blow in South Carolina in late January, where the black vote was decisive (more on that below). She did fairly well on Super Tuesday in early February, roughly splitting the delegate haul with Obama. In late February, her anxiety growing, she unleashed the sensational “3 AM ad,” which implied that Obama was too inexperienced to handle a national security crisis arising in the middle of the night, a weakness that would place the nation’s children at risk.\textsuperscript{106} In March, she famously invented the story of landing under sniper fire in Bosnia in 1996, a claim that she retracted a week later.\textsuperscript{107} By May, despite occasional energetic performances of “populism,” her campaign was limping along, short on cash and prospects. It was all over in early June.

Hillary fought hard to the end, but closed her campaign $25 million in debt, a humiliating finish for a candidate who’d been almost universally regarded as the presumptive nominee just a year earlier.\textsuperscript{108} Although Hillary led among black voters early in the 2008 campaign, that changed with increasing exposure to Obama. She deployed some nasty race-baiting rhetoric to try to counteract this. Speaking to
USA Today reporters after a pair of damaging primary losses in May 2008, she said that “Senator Obama’s support among working, hard-working Americans, white Americans, is weakening again,” thereby hinting at ancient tropes about black laziness and their lack of real Americanness. She never went as far as her pollster/strategist Mark Penn recommended, however. He wanted her to miss no opportunity to emphasize that Obama was “not at his center fundamentally American in his thinking and in his values.”

Her husband, no stranger to race-play himself, disparaged Obama as reminiscent of “a gifted television commentator,” and explained his victory in the South Carolina primary in January 2008 by pointing out that Jesse Jackson won the state in 1984 and 1988, an unsubtle reminder that the state was the second-blackest in the country in 1980 and the third in 1990. Bill also complained that “they played the race card on me. We now know, from memos from the campaign that they planned to do it all along.” It looked like the Clinton strategy was to turn Obama from a black candidate into the black candidate.

Amy Chozick, a New York Times reporter on the Hillary beat who often sounds like her publicist, noting her call for more of a national conversation on race—talk is fine, as long as the action doesn’t get too redistributive—conceded that “she wrestled uncomfortably in competing against the man who would become the first black president.” Her husband’s comments during the campaign, Chozick added, “seemed to diminish Mr. Obama’s stature.” “Aimed to” might be more accurate than “seemed to.”

(One should never forget almost-2016-candidate Joe Biden’s shining moment from the 2008 campaign, when he said of Obama: “I mean, you got the first mainstream African-American who is articulate and bright and clean and a nice-looking guy. I mean, that’s a storybook, man.” Biden later apologized, claimed his remarks were taken out of context, and claimed his usage of “clean” was innocently derived from his mother’s.)

Many reasons were given for Hillary’s loss in 2008, notably infighting among her staff, reckless spending habits, and a general indiscipline. But the more fundamental reason was that she was never as magnetic a candidate as her rival. Aside from disagreements over the Iraq War, the policy differences between Hillary and Obama were minimal; he was just more appealing as a person than she was.

More appealing and, he hoped, less divisive. Transcending divisiveness is one of the dreams of centrists, as if disagreement were a bad habit rather than fundamental to politics. In one of the early debates, Obama accused Hillary of being too partisan a figure, precisely the candidate that Republicans would love to face:

Part of the reason that Republicans…are obsessed with you, Hillary, is that’s a fight they’re very comfortable having. It is the fight that we’ve been through since the nineties. And part of the job of the next president is to break the gridlock and get Democrats and independents and Republicans to start working together to solve big problems, like health care or climate change or energy. And what we don’t need is another eight years of bickering.

You have to wonder if Obama believed this when he said it, though he tried to govern that way for much of his time in office, seeking compromise with a party that wanted to destroy him. It was an especially curious line of argument given that Hillary had spent so much of her Senate career buddying up to Republicans.

Despite considerable bad feeling toward her in his camp (which reportedly lingers to this day), a victorious Obama named Hillary to the office of Secretary of State. This prompted references to Lincoln’s “cabinet of rivals,” a triumph of coalition-building, but to many it looked more like a way of keeping a potential rival busy for the coming years.
Hillary had few accomplishments as a diplomat, but her tenure as Secretary of State was a great time for the Clinton philanthropies.

Let’s turn first to partisan accounts of Hillary’s achievements as Secretary of State, presumably the strongest case for her tenure. A July 2014 visit to the website of Correct the Record, a pro-Hillary organization run by her former-enemy-turned-promoter David Brock, offered typically vapid fluff on its front page: “In this world and the world of tomorrow, we must go forward together or not at all.” It also informs us that Hillary traveled 956,733 miles as Secretary of State.\(^{116}\) The testimony to her peripatetic vigor was linked to a list of her alleged accomplishments at State, which included:

- helping to restore American “leadership and standing in the world,” though the only metrics offered to support this are the miles logged and meetings taken with “foreign leaders in 112 countries”
- helping to impose the toughest sanctions on Iran in history
- helping to avoid all-out war in Gaza
- working “to build the coalition to oust Qadhafi [sic] and stop massacres in Libya”
- developing the “‘pivot to Asia’ strategy,” which “will probably be Obama’s most lasting strategic achievement” (the details of which are left undisclosed)
- negotiating free-trade agreements with Colombia, Panama, and South Korea
- and, elevating the cause of women’s rights

In the years that followed, Israel assaulted Gaza (killing, by B’Tselem’s count, 1,764 Palestinians),\(^{117}\) Obama reached a nuclear deal with Iran (which Hillary publicly supported, though in a truculent way, trying to sound hawkish without sounding disloyal), and Libya turned into a wreck. Free-trade agreements are not the kind of thing that gets the non–Wall Street base excited. Elevating the cause of women’s rights is certainly laudable, but seems not to have changed much in what the website elsewhere called “deeply reactionary cultures,” which are presumably located only abroad. As for America’s standing in the world, Pew polls show that the initial bounce in the U.S. image abroad that came with Obama’s election eroded, substantially in some countries—and Hillary was particularly disliked in predominantly Muslim nations.\(^{118}\)

Other partisan efforts by fans to talk up her diplomatic accomplishments fall ludicrously short. Writing for PolicyMic, Eli Sugarman touted her “people-to-people diplomacy,” the promotion of business opportunities for U.S. corporations abroad (especially for foundation donors, but Sugarman didn’t mention them), “restoring American credibility” (however that is measured), the promotion of military force in Pakistan and Libya (how diplomatic), and, no kidding, the rampant success of “texts from Hillary” memes.\(^{119}\)

Mainstream press evaluations of Hillary’s time at State show a competent but unspectacular record.
Writing in the *Los Angeles Times*, Paul Richter reported that she “devoted long hours to signatures issues, including empowerment of women and girls, gay rights, Third World development, health and Internet freedoms.” It’s difficult to trace much progress resulting from Hillary’s long hours, however. She was involved in no diplomatic initiatives of note, and left no mark on strategy. She worked with David Petraeus, former general turned CIA director, on a plan to arm the Syrian rebels—for a diplomat, she was in love with warriors, frequently advocating military approaches in Cabinet meetings—but the White House never bought the plan.

On the academic end, Harvard international relations professor Stephen Walt acknowledged that while she had some accomplishments, like improving the morale of the Foreign Service after the dismal Bush years, she didn’t do much otherwise—in large part because Obama didn’t want her to do much. Numerous sources describe Obama running foreign policy largely from the White House, leaving State out of the loop.

**EMAILS**

One of the outstanding features of Hillary’s time at State wouldn’t be revealed for several years after she left office: her private email server. As is now widely known, before taking office, she arranged to have her electronic correspondence run through a server in the family’s Chappaqua house instead of the official State Department server. The domain “clintonemail.com,” was registered on the very day of her Senate confirmation hearing. (It’s interesting that she chose “hdr22@clintonemail.com as her address. Presumably “hdr” stands for her premarital name, Hillary Diane Rodham. No Clinton. The “22” part is the subject of much internet speculation but its meaning remains unknown. Would *Catch-22* be too obvious?)

Coincidentally, the State Department had no permanent inspector general for her entire tenure—the longest gap since the position was created in 1957. The Office of the Inspector General serves as an in-house auditor, reviewing the effectiveness, efficiency, and legality of Department operations. Acting inspectors, like the one in place during her time at State, are generally regarded as less serious auditors than permanent ones.

In an email to supporters, Hillary claimed that she did nothing wrong by using a private server, and that its use was “above board.” The claim is hard to accept for anyone familiar with her history. Given the timing of the domain registration, it’s difficult not to believe that she knew exactly what she was doing—keeping her emails safe from outside scrutiny. Hillary is nothing if not a meticulous planner. Her husband’s major scandal was about a blow job; hers, from the days of the Rose Law Firm onward, have often derived from her feeling that rules are for the little people, especially if they threaten her desire to keep things hidden.

When a judge ordered the release of the emails, Hillary deleted over 30,000 of them—because, according to her, they were mostly personal trivia, like “yoga routines” and plans for her daughter Chelsea’s wedding. Considering that among those she did release was a request to an aide to fetch her an iced tea, you do have to wonder what was in the deleted ones.

The emails, heavily redacted and released only in installments, make for entertaining reading. Among other things, they reveal that she suffered serious status anxiety. Since, as was noted earlier, Obama largely conducted foreign policy from the White House, Hillary’s room for maneuver was sharply limited. This evidently bothered her a great deal. She lamented that she saw Obama only once a week, in contrast with Henry Kissinger, who met with Nixon every day. (In a review of Kissinger’s chillingly titled *World Order*, she praised his “breadth and acuity” and described him as “a friend,” on whose “counsel” she
relied while Secretary of State. Her appreciation of her predecessor seems apt. There’s something reminiscent of Kissinger about Hillary—the ruthlessness, the admiration of toughness and force, the penchant for deception and secrecy, the view of diplomacy as war continued by other means.) She also obsessed about not being invited to the right meetings, and wondered if Obama and his closer associates held grudges against her and her posse after the nasty 2008 primary.  

Some emails she chose not to release have come to light. For example, she failed to turn over nine complete emails and parts of six others in which she was shown to be encouraging longtime Clinton family advisor Sidney Blumenthal to continue reporting on Libya. Her official story was that his advice was “unsolicited,” but the emails suggest anything but. In one, she wrote to Blumenthal, “thanks for keeping this stuff coming!” The Clinton Foundation was paying Blumenthal $10,000 a month while he was volunteering this advice. A Hillary flack nonetheless told the New York Times that “the idea that this runs counter to the assertion that the emails were unsolicited is a leap.”

The neo-populist Hillary of 2015 is a long way from the banker-flattering Secretary of State revealed by her emails. She urged her staff to help an associate of private equity (PE) titan Steven Schwarzman—the man with the biggest living room in Manhattan, a major fundraiser for George W. Bush, and a $250,000 contributor to the Clinton Foundation—to get a visa. Schwarzman once said of an Obama administration proposal to lift the “carried interest” tax break enjoyed by PE managers that “it’s like when Hitler invaded Poland in 1939.” She had a warm correspondence with Terrence Duffy, head of the CME Group (parent of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange CME, the giant futures market) and a fervent supporter in the 2008 campaign.

(Hillary has an interesting history with futures markets—recall her brilliant trading in cattle contracts, which are listed on the CME, that turned $1,000 into $100,000 back during her Little Rock days. Far more common are people who begin with $100,000 and end with $1,000. Her trading was done with the advice of her friend James Blair, who was also outside counsel to Tyson Foods, an entity that had heavy dealings with the state of Arkansas. Although Hillary, a total novice, claimed she made the trading decisions herself, records show that Blair entered the orders. The cash in her account was frequently allowed to go below regulatory limits. No one has been able to prove anything illegal or unethical in the trading, but near 100-fold returns are extremely unusual. There were significant discrepancies between the trading records that the White House initially released when the story came to light in 1994 and those obtained from the CME. The CME’s records, the Washington Post reported, “raise the possibility that some of her profits…came from larger trades ordered by someone else and then shifted to her account.”)  

We can expect her to forget these warm attachments to the likes of Schwarzman and Duffy when she fights on behalf of “everyday Americans.”

**HILLARYLAND AT FOGGY BOTTOM**

Running the State Department provided Hillary with rich opportunities for patronage, especially in the hiring of old friends and associates to well-paid positions. She was a heavy user of Special Government Employee (SGE) status, which allows staffers to escape normal conflict-of-interest scrutiny. The category is generally reserved for temporary positions being filled by outside experts, but in a manner reminiscent of Hillary’s Senate personnel practices, she used it at State for longer-term hires. The most prominent of her SGEs was Huma Abedin, who is now the vice–chair of her presidential campaign. Abedin started working for Hillary in 1996, while still a college student, and was employed later on her 2008 campaign.

While she was advising the nation’s top diplomat, Abedin moonlighted, like many Americans, by working for Teneo, a consulting firm founded by Doug Band—longtime advisor to Bill, and a major force


in creating his post-presidential philanthropist/promoter enterprise. She was also hired as a consultant to the Clinton Foundation itself.\textsuperscript{133}

When Abedin’s SGE status was first reported by \textit{Politico}, \textit{ProPublica} filed a Freedom of Information Act request to get a full list of Hillary’s SGEs. Two months after the filing, State, while confirming that there were about 100 such employees, protested that compiling a full list would be too difficult to complete. When \textit{ProPublica} said it would do a story on their refusal, the Department came up with the list—five months after the first request. It included Caitlin Klevorick, who ran a consulting firm that counted among its clients “Fortune 100 companies” (according to her own PR material). “Should a consultant to giant multinationals also be working at the State Department?” is a question that is both rhetorical and of substance. Hillary also used SGE status to provide employment to her longtime sidekick Cheryl Mills (who was Klevorick’s boss), as well as Maggie Williams, who ran her 2008 campaign.\textsuperscript{134}

With Abedin and Klevorick, as Craig Holman of Public Citizen told \textit{ProPublica}, “There is a very high potential for actual conflicts of interest in this case, and...certainly every appearance of conflicts of interest.” The cases of Mills and Williams are interesting studies in the construction of Hillaryland, her circle of loyalists who’ve surrounded her for years. Public jobs, foundation jobs, campaign jobs—it’s all reminiscent of Wallace Stevens’ phrase “the pleasures of merely circulating.”

Doug Band’s story, though a minor detour in a book about Hillary, is worth recounting. Band became Bill’s body man—carrying bags, keeping track of time, fetching Cokes—late in Bill’s presidency and stayed on staff afterward. His responsibilities expanded and he ended up joining Bill as he jetted around with billionaires such as supermarket magnate Ron Burkle, whose private jet earned the nickname “Air Fuck One” for all its reputed onboard cavorting. One day at the World Economic Forum’s annual meeting in Davos, with CEOs lining up to meet his boss, the idea struck Band that Bill could juice up the languishing philanthropy he’d founded in 2001 with similar conferences, where the rich and their courtiers could network.

And so, in 2005, the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) was born. As Alec McGinnis, in an excellent article on Band, put it, “CGI operates like an economy in which celebrity is the main currency.” Get the right people together, and with the help of money, projects can be undertaken. And they were.

Some of the contributors Band brought into the Foundation’s orbit were less than wholesome. There was Victor Dahdaleh, a London-based businessman, who gave $5 million to the Foundation in 2010 and was indicted a year later for bribery. And there was Raffaello Follieri, a young Italian operator who buddied up to Band with promises of contributions to the Foundation. They lived the high life together for a while until Follieri was unmasked as a fraud and ended up in federal prison. These associations, and Band’s heavy trading on his relationship with Bill, led to worries that Band was besmirching the Clinton brand. His arrogance didn’t win him any friends either.

Along with two partners, Band started Teneo in 2011, a consulting firm that sold its services to big capital, and included on its board not only Bill but also Tony Blair. Many of its clients happened to be Clinton Foundation contributors. Band’s greediness in working the Clinton connection finally got to be too much for Bill, and Band was shown the door in 2012. Throughout the period that Band’s extravagance was causing distress in the Clinton camp, Huma Abedin was one of his staunchest allies.\textsuperscript{135}

Despite the split of its chief with Clinton, Band’s company Teneo continues to do well for itself, managing several major acquisitions and earning backing from a private equity firm.\textsuperscript{136} It has over 500 “professionals” operating in 14 cities around the world. By its own description, it

partners exclusively with the CEOs and senior leaders of many of the world’s largest and most complex companies and organizations. The firm is focused on working with clients to address a wide range of financial, reputational and transformational challenges and opportunities by
The Clinton circle can be truly magical indeed.

PIVOT TO ASIA

Insofar as Hillary had a strategic vision as Secretary of State, it was her “pivot to Asia,” later rebranded as a “rebalance,” that she outlined in a 2011 article for *Foreign Policy*. In her memoir of her diplomatic career, *Hard Choices*, Hillary said the goal was to assert American power, previously so focused on the Middle East, in the Pacific—without “an unnecessary confrontation with China.” Her FP essay was a call for an expansion of U.S. imperial ambitions in the Pacific, against those citizens who would “come home” after the ravages of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. After a war goes badly, the political class always has to talk the public out of wanting to give up on the whole foreign entanglements game. Hillary’s pivot would feature “forward-deployed” diplomacy and “a broad-based military presence.” It’s striking how militarized her diplomatic strategies could be. Much of the article was devoted to talking up trade agreements, notably the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which is really more a bill of rights for capital than a trade agreement, and an unusual concern for a Secretary of State. With most Democrats opposing the TPP, especially the more liberal ones who vote in primaries, Hillary came out against the TPP in September 2015, despite having played a large role in negotiating and promoting it.

The diplomatic achievements of the pivot are hard to name. Outside the diplomatic process, the United States has been engaging in a substantial military buildup in the Pacific—a buildup the Chinese have used to justify their own escalation. Though the Chinese economy is slowing, and could contract sharply, China will continue to build its global influence. Washington may not like China’s increasing military presence in the South China Sea, but there’s not much it can do about it. A U.S. naval buildup won’t mean much if the Chinese know the Americans would never dare to attack. Washington may be bellicose, but it knows well enough to pick weak enemies.

The turn to Asia did, however, provide the best line in *Hard Choices*. As Hillary herself reports it, in the midst of tough negotiations, the Chinese official, Dai Bingguo, posed a question to the Secretary of State: “Why don’t you ‘pivot’ out of here?”

MEXICAN OIL

Hillary’s interest in the economic aspects of diplomacy went well beyond the TPP. According to investigative journalist Steve Horn, Hillary worked to open up the Mexican oil and gas sector—previously a nationalist preserve—to foreign oil companies, particularly American ones. A milestone in this opening was the granting of drilling rights in the Gulf of Mexico to foreign bidders with the December 2013 signing of the U.S.–Mexico Transboundary Agreement. That agreement, in the words of the official U.S. government release, “establishes a framework for U.S. offshore oil and gas companies and Mexico’s Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) to jointly develop” oil reservoirs that straddled the U.S.–Mexico boundary. One of the key figures in the initiative, Carlos Pascual, who was Ambassador to Mexico...
Publicly, the GOM [government of Mexico] will emphasize that the negotiations allow Mexico to defend its natural resources. [Energy Secretary Georgia] Kessel explained the sensitivity of energy issues in Mexico, noting that many Mexicans consider oil a part of the country’s DNA… while the GOM will portray negotiations on trans-boundary reservoirs to the Mexican public as an effort to defend the country’s natural resources, the government sees a treaty as an important opportunity for PEMEX [the Mexican national oil company] to work with IOCs [international oil companies] and gain expertise in deepwater drilling. For the first time in decades, the door to the USG’s constructive engagement with Mexico on oil has opened a crack. It would be in our interests to take advantage of this opportunity.

This opening—more than a crack—has been a long-standing dream of Big Oil, and Hillary’s diplomacy helped it to come true. It doesn’t speak well of her environmental commitments, though: deepwater drilling is a risky, filthy business. (Fortunately, the collapse in oil prices has, at least for now, put a damper on industry enthusiasm for the technique.) But the maneuvering did pay off for three of her top aides on the Mexican oil-opening project—they went on to lucrative jobs in the energy business and energy think tanks.\textsuperscript{142}

HONDURAS

While the diplomatic work in Mexico was innovative, Hillary’s work in Honduras was along more traditional lines—supporting a coup against the elected leftish government of Manuel Zelaya. Zelaya, who emerged from the country’s elite, moved left while in office, raising social spending, allying with popular movements, and signing agreements with Hugo Chavez’s Venezuela. In June 2009, the Honduran army ousted Zelaya and drove him into exile. The coup was widely condemned, though not so much in Washington. Publicly, the United States expressed discomfort, without ever sounding emphatic, while refusing to use the word “coup” to describe what had occurred.\textsuperscript{143}

But, as a batch of released emails shows, Hillary was privately moving to keep Zelaya from returning to office. To help in this deception, she proposed using longtime Clinton family fixer Lanny Davis—a lobbyist whose client list includes for-profit colleges and the kleptocratic, murderous dictator of Equatorial Guinea—as a back channel to the interim president installed after the coup.\textsuperscript{144} Coincidentally, Davis—who once gushed to Hillary in an email that, aside from his family, she was “the best friend and the best person I have met in my long life”—had been hired by the Honduran Business Council to sell the coup in the United States.\textsuperscript{145}

An election designed to legitimate the coup, which was widely condemned as fraudulent across the southern hemisphere, was effusively endorsed by the State Department’s chief negotiator for the Honduras talks. Zelaya—whom Hillary described in \textit{Hard Choices} as “a throwback to the caricature of a Central American strongman”—was never returned to office. In her memoir, she lamented the coup as the return of “the ghosts of Latin America’s troubled past,” touted her concern for the well-being of Zelaya’s family, and declared that she “didn’t see any choice but to condemn Zelaya’s ouster.” Supporting it privately, though, was OK—as was celebrating the coup’s aftermath as a “victory for democracy.”\textsuperscript{146}

It was a deeply cynical performance. Greg Grandin, a historian who specializes in Latin America,
Her emails show that early on in the 2009 coup against Manuel Zelaya, when there was a real chance of restoring the reformist president to his office, she was working with the most retrograde elements in Honduras to consolidate the putsch. Let’s be clear: grassroots Democrats who support Clinton for president would be enormously sympathetic to the coalition that was trying to reverse the Honduras coup, comprised of environmentalists, LBGT activists, people trying to make the morning-after pill available, progressive religious folks, anti-mining and anti-biofuel peasants, and legal reformers working to humanize Honduras’ lethal police–prison regime. And Clinton betrayed them, serving them up to Honduras’ crime-ridden oligarchy. Hundreds of good people have since been murdered by the people Clinton sided with in late 2009 and early 2010.

Haiti

No review of Hillary’s diplomatic career would be complete without an examination of her work in Haiti. Bill and Hillary have a rich shared history with the country, one of the poorest in the world. (Its per capita annual income is equal to about twelve seconds of their standard speaking fee.) During Hillary’s Secretaryship, she and Bill were, as a Politico headline put it, “The King and Queen of Haiti.”

Their history with Haiti began with a 1975 trip—a leg of an extended honeymoon—to Port-au-Prince that was financed by David Edwards, an old friend of Bill’s who was working for Citibank and who had some business to transact in the country. In his memoir, Bill claimed that Edwards used his frequent-flyer miles to pay for the trip, but frequent-flyer programs didn’t begin until airline deregulation hit in 1979 and the junket looks like the first of many sponsored journeys to come. You have to hand it to them: their first date involved crossing a picket line, and their honeymoon was a banker-financed trip to the Caribbean.

On that first trip, the newlyweds and Edwards went to a voodoo ceremony conducted by a Sorbonne alum, during which a man walked across burning coals and a woman bit the head off a live chicken. In his strangely abrupt accounting of the sequence in his memoirs, Bill, fresh from an electoral defeat, emerged from the experience resolving to run for attorney general back in Arkansas, because of something the ceremony taught him about how “the Lord works in mysterious ways.”

Many years later, early in his presidency, Bill engineered the return to office of Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who had been elected as president of Haiti in 1990 as a serious progressive reformer and was promptly overthrown in a coup. The army’s subsequent rule was predictably brutal, but the Bush administration was fine with the arrangement, since it saw eye-to-eye with the rapacious Haitian elite. Bill was troubled, however, and when he took office he began maneuvering for a restoration of Aristide. A UN resolution in 1994 authorized a U.S.-led military force to restore Aristide to office, earning Bill plaudits as a friend of democracy. But the restoration was conditional on the acceptance of an IMF-written austerity and privatization program, which largely eviscerated Aristide’s reformist agenda. You could consider this an early instance of the left wing of neoliberalism, with the Bush position representing its right. Either way you get rule by a moneved elite, but the left variety is more attentive to optics.

On becoming Secretary of State, Hillary resolved to make Haiti a foreign policy priority. It was to be a prime example of a new development strategy that would, as Jonathan Katz put it in a detailed history of the couple’s relationship with the country, put “business at its center: Aid would be replaced by investment, the growth of which would in turn benefit the United States.”
Promoting foreign investment often requires keeping wages low, which is precisely what Hillary’s State Department successfully helped engineer, as a series of WikiLeaks cables published by The Nation and Haiti Liberté revealed. When the Haitian parliament unanimously passed an increase in the minimum wage to $5 a day—an amount that Hillary earned in about 0.07 seconds at her standard speaking fee—U.S. business interests on the island mobilized. President René Préval, who had replaced Aristide, then engineered a two-tiered compromise minimum. The U.S. Embassy was not pleased, dismissing the president’s move as a “populist measure aimed at appealing to the unemployed and underpaid masses.”

Rising to the defense of this brutal reasoning, Adam Davidson, host of NPR’s Planet Money—who portrayed himself in an interview with me as having grown up in a bohemian West Village culture, and who cultivates the image that he’s cooler than his econobeat would suggest—explained that to earn $5 a day, Haitians would simply have to develop the skills to perform complex tasks.

The WikiLeaks cables also showed the U.S. State Department collaborating in 2009 with other Western Hemisphere ambassadors to push ahead with corrupt elections from which the country’s largest party, Aristide’s Fanmi Lavalas (FL), was excluded. The elections were delayed by the January 2010 earthquake. When they were eventually held, they were a disgrace, with fraud rampant, and a 23% turnout. Michel “Sweet Micky” Martelly, a singer and supporter of the second coup against Aristide (mounted in 2004), was proclaimed the winner by the Organization of American States, with Hillary Clinton presiding. Soon after his selection, Martelly appointed Bill Clinton to an advisory board to encourage foreign investment in the country.

There wasn’t a single election in Haiti for four years after Martelly took office. When, in August 2015, a vote was finally allowed, the campaign and balloting were full of violent disruptions, including firefight, several deaths, and vandalized polling stations. The turnout was a risible 15%. Martelly’s regime, which is today finally reaching its end, has been bloody, authoritarian, and corrupt.

On January 12, 2010, Haiti was hammered by a massive earthquake that killed at least 100,000, rendered a quarter-million homeless, and destroyed much of the country’s feeble infrastructure. Within days, Barack Obama appointed two of his predecessors, Bill Clinton and George H.W. Bush, as co-czars of the relief effort. On the same day of the appointment, Hillary flew in to meet with President Préval. Four days after the earthquake, she expressed confidence that Haiti would “come back even stronger and better in the future.” She said the goal was to “build back better.”

From the first, the United States was to be the dominant force in Haiti relief and reconstruction—a point quickly made by the arrival of the 82nd Airborne. The Clintons, one as philanthropist and one as diplomat, were the dominant forces in the U.S. effort. As Jonathan Katz put it in Politico, “The hardest thing about evaluating the Clintons’ work in Haiti is that there is so much of it.” The Foundation spent scores of millions and raised much more, and the Secretary of State, aside from strong personal involvement, had the embassy and USAID through which to channel help. (Amusingly, both Bill’s brother, Roger, and Hillary’s brother Hugh tried to work their connections into business deals in Haiti, but only Roger succeeded.) But the enormous effort ended largely in failure. The rubble was cleared, and most people were moved out of refugee camps, but Haiti remains one of the most deeply poor parts of the world. Though there are doubtless some decent things that the Foundation sponsors in Haiti, the overwhelming effect of its interventions lies somewhere between disappointment and disaster.

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), an independent agency that operates under the strategic guidance of the State Department, supervised a lot of the reconstruction efforts. USAID’s relief efforts relied heavily on private contractors, who performed poorly despite their high fees. Like any major business sector, the contractors formed a trade association, which hired a PR firm co-founded by the ubiquitous John Podesta.

The marquee project of the Clinton-led reconstruction was the Caracol Industrial Park, which, as
Hillary told a roomful of investors at its October 2012 opening, was the sort of thing that would mean “more than providing aid.” Rather, it was the kind of investment that “would help the Haitian people achieve their own dreams.”

It follows a long-standing Clinton model, the public–private partnership of the sort that allows some to do well by doing some kind of good. So far, Caracol has fallen well short of its objectives, producing a mere 6,200 jobs, a tenth of the number promised initially.

The Caracol scheme was also responsible for some dreadful housing. USAID commissioned bids on a plan to build worker housing around Caracol. The scheme was described in an architectural peer review by Greg Higgins as “substandard, inadequate.” This was putting it mildly. The houses were tiny, crowded closely together, and lacked running water. They were without flush toilets; occupants would have to make do with a hole in the floor placed right next to the kitchen, which was to be outfitted with little more than a hot plate. The metal roofing proposed for the houses was incapable of standing up to the hurricanes that frequent the region, and could get as hot as 185°F in the summer. Drainage trenches were to run just a few feet from front doors and the sole access to running water for the entire complex was just one 1/2-inch pipe. No provision was made for drainage in an area known to flood. Higgins sent his review to the State Department for investigation, but received little more than a “thank you.” According to Higgins, the execution of the plan was as bad as the design—he described the construction as “horrible.”

The Clinton Foundation also promised to build “hurricane-proof...emergency shelters that can also serve as schools”—one of which was to be located in the coastal city of Léogâne. The buildings were to have electricity and plumbing. When Nation correspondents Isabel Macdonald and Isabeau Doucet visited the Léogâne site they found the project consisted of “twenty imported prefab trailers beset by a host of problems, from mold to sweltering heat to shoddy construction.” The units were made by Clayton Homes, a company owned by the billionaire Warren Buffett, a Foundation member and contributor to Hillary’s 2008 campaign whose reputation for decency seems inexplicable. Air samples from the Haitian trailers detected “worrying levels” of the same toxin found in the trailers deployed by FEMA in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, also manufactured by Clayton Holmes. A sixth-grader in one of the trailer schools reported recurring sickening headaches and vision problems. Similar stories came out of the Katrina trailers, but apparently no one at the Clinton Foundation heard them. And Clayton apparently hadn’t learned much either: the Haitian trailers were a fresh design, not a simple rehash of the New Orleans models.

The schools never got the plumbing—not even a latrine. According to a wind scientist quoted by Macdonald and Doucet, it seemed unlikely that trailers could be made hurricane-proof, an opinion seconded by a structural engineer who looked at them. When the mayor of Léogâne was told that the Clayton trailers were similar to those provided after Katrina, he said, “It would be humiliating to us, and we’ll take this as a black thing.”

On another visit to Haiti in September 2011, Greg Higgins tried to find the trailers, but learned that they’d been removed. The contractor who did the job showed him pictures on his cell phone, but wouldn’t say what happened to them.

Clinton interests did, however, succeed in building two new luxury hotels around Port-au-Prince. The Foundation put $2 million of its own money into the Royal Oasis hotel in a suburb of the capital; it’s today reported to be largely empty. And Bill was instrumental in getting a Marriott built in the center of the city, introducing its developer—his friend and major donor, the Irish telecoms mogul Denis O’Brien—to Marriott execs. The grand opening in February 2015 featured not only Bill, but Sean Penn as well. Both hotels provided some jobs, of course, but to the many Haitains without housing and short of food, the provision of luxury hotels must have seemed a secondary priority.

In another scheme to accommodate non-Haitians, Hillary’s State Department commissioned snazzy housing for the U.S. embassy staff in Port-au-Prince—LEED certified, with a pool and basketball and
tennis courts. According to a write-up in the architectural trade press, “The inspiration for the design is derived from the local Haitian culture and is modeled after the Cubist forms of the ‘Bidonvilles’ (clustered houses hugging the hillside).” Bidon is French for “tin”; reflecting the corrugated metal from which the houses are often made. The term translates as “shanty towns.” The design is literally slumming.

The proposed budget was around $100 million for about 100 townhouse units, or about $1 million a unit. Meanwhile, as Higgins pointed out, the budget for building 900 houses for the displaced after the earthquake was around $25 million, about $28,000 a unit. Hillary said that Haiti would be a model for a new kind of economic development, but this doesn’t really look like one—except for the rhetoric, a Clinton family specialty.

Hillary’s people launched a big PR campaign to paint their disastrous Haitian operation as a success, and her emails show that she was very pleased with the results. “A new model of engagement with our own people,” she declared, urging her staff to press “Onward!” But as she was writing those celebratory words, daughter Chelsea, on a secret mission to the country, was blunt about the disaster: “the incompetence is mind numbing,” she reported. She noted that Haitians were doing a remarkable job of self-organization, with very limited resources—and the outsiders who were supposed to help weren’t up to the task. But instead of deferring to the locals—people about whom Bill constantly complained, according to Jonathan Katz—Chelsea urged her father to take even more direct control of the relief efforts: “The Office of Special Envoy—i.e., you Dad—needs authority over the UN and all its myriad parts…”

Of course, Bill and Hillary were already mostly in charge, and their priorities were ass-backward. Katz writes: “The new email tranche shows how quickly the construction of low-wage garment factories and prioritizing exports to the U.S. market came to the center of the U.S.-led response in Haiti.” They installed a former Liz Claiborne exec to accelerate the garment strategy. Haitians’ needs for food and housing would just have to wait.

**POST-STATE**

Following her departure from the State Department at the beginning of Obama’s second term, Hillary at first sounded like a Bush-era neocon in her criticisms of Obama. In a now notorious interview with Jeffrey Goldberg, she declared her enthusiastic support for Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu (an unusual position for a Democrat—Democrats usually prefer Labor to Likud in Israel) and for Israel’s pummeling of Gaza (not an unusual position for a Democrat). She also made clear that she was against Iran’s right to enrich uranium and always had been (though in 2010 she actually said otherwise) and criticized Obama for not having armed the “hard men with the guns” who were fighting against the Assad government in Syria. Some neocons, like Robert Kagan and Max Boot, have recently made supportive noises about Clinton—and with an isolationist tendency rising within the Republican Party, more right-wing advocates of a “muscular” foreign policy might join them as 2016 approaches. Kagan’s wife, Victoria Nuland, a former advisor to Dick Cheney, was State Department spokesperson under Clinton. She is most famous for having said “Fuck the EU” in a leaked phone conversation with the U.S. ambassador to Ukraine, because she saw the Europeans as inhibiting a firm anti-Russian stance, which Hillary’s confrontation-loving diplomatic team preferred.

Throughout her term as chief diplomat, Hillary seemed perfectly comfortable about calling in airstrikes. She backed an escalation of the Afghanistan war, lobbied on behalf of a continuing military presence in Iraq, urged Obama to bomb Syria, and supported the intervention in Libya. As Michael Crowley wrote in *Time*, “On at least three crucial issues—Afghanistan, Libya, and the bin Laden raid—
Clinton took a more aggressive line than [Defense Secretary Robert] Gates, a Bush-appointed Republican.”

When I interviewed Dick Morris in July 2014, I asked him how he thought Hillary would differentiate herself from Obama in the 2016 campaign. He suggested she’d say that while Obama outlined a beautiful vision, when it came down to it you needed someone who could get things done. And, he added, she’d criticize him for not having armed the Syrian rebels earlier. Two weeks later, Hillary did exactly that. She’s nothing if not predictable.
The title of Daniel Halper’s book, *Clinton, Inc.*, is key to understanding the family. Unlike the Bush family, neither Bill nor Hillary was born into anything near the ruling class. There was no Prescott Bush—the son of a steel company president who went to Yale, joined Skull and Bones (just like his son and grandson), and later became a banker and then a senator—in their separate pasts. Bill was born poor, in one of the poorest states in the country and into an unstable family, while Hillary was born into the provincial petty bourgeoisie. Entry into elite schools was their ticket to eventual membership in the ruling class; it took decades of striving for them to get there.

Once established, however, politics became the family’s business, and it’s been very good to them. A 2014 *Wall Street Journal* analysis showed that the Clintons have raised between $2 billion and $3 billion since 1992—more than three-quarters of it from industry sources—for their campaigns, philanthropies, and themselves. At the top of the list of corporate donors were financial firms, and highest up among them was Goldman Sachs. Citigroup and JP Morgan Chase gave generously as well. Not far behind Wall Street were communications/electronics firms and then, that perennial bedrock of Democratic Party support, lawyers and lobbyists. Those three sectors alone contributed more than ten times as much as organized labor, which pitched in just $41 million of the total over the period of the *Journal*’s study.178

It’s hard to separate the Clintons’ personal fortune from the Foundation’s; the perks it provides are a form of imputed consumer services, to use the language of national income accounting—jetting all over, staying in fancy hotels, eating very well, and the rest. But they have been prodigious earners on their own account. Bill did most of the heavy financial lifting, earning $105 million from speeches in the dozen years after he left the White House; a good week could yield $1.4 million.179 According to work by the website 24/7 Wall St, Bill is the 10th-richest of our presidents, with a net worth of $55 million. (Five of the 10 richest presidents have been Democrats, compared to two Republicans, and on average, Democratic presidents are more than three times richer than Republicans.)180 But Hillary wasn’t just sitting around baking cookies: she’s worth $32 million, according to a *Politico* analysis. The property taxes on their two houses, one in D.C. and the other, for which they paid $4.5 million, in Westchester, are $104,000, twice the average household’s income.181 It’s a good life they’ve made for themselves.

The Foundation’s travel expenses alone are striking. According to a 2013 *New York Post* analysis, the Foundation spent over $50 million on air travel over the previous decade—$12 million of it in 2011alone, “enough to buy 12,000 air tickets costing $1,000 each,” or 33 a day.182 Of course it’s true that the *Post* is a Rupert Murdoch newspaper and might be expected to cast the Clintons in the worst possible light. But before any Democrat says, “Yeah, but that’s the Murdoch press!,” recall that Rupert threw a fundraiser for Hillary’s Senate campaign in 2006 and told *Fortune* that he “could live with” a Hillary presidency.183 All told, News Corp and other Murdoch properties have given the Clintons over $3 million since 1992, according to a tally by the *Wall Street Journal*, also a Murdoch property.184
Wealth porn is always stimulating, but, besides providing the Clintons with a luxurious life, what do all those donations actually mean? According to Donald Trump, it was his contributions that persuaded Hillary to attend his wedding in 2005 (Hillary later claimed she went only because she thought it would be “fun”). But what else have these vast inflows of cash achieved?

On its appearance in May 2015, Peter Schweizer’s book *Clinton Cash* was roundly denounced by the Hillary camp, though the more honest members of her intellectual enforcers conceded that its central message—that the family business looks a lot like a lucrative shakedown and influence-peddling operation—did present some image problems. In the *New York Review of Books*, Michael Tomasky worried about a biased media making too much of Schweizer’s claims as the presidential campaign began to heat up. It’s funny how often the Clinton camp accuses reporters of bias against the Clintons, of an irrational hatred even, as if they’d never done anything to earn the dislike. But Tomasky does recognize that there’s a problem:

A presidency can’t have questions like this swirling around it from day one. Imagine speculation that a White House decision with regard to Russia or Pakistan was influenced by a donation to the foundation from someone pursuing a business deal in one of those countries.

After pleading with the Clintons to clean up their act, if only for appearance’s sake, Tomasky admits that they probably won’t, leading him to a heartstring-tugging final line: “[I]t’s hard on a lot of other people.”

Apart from his message, Schweizer’s résumé gets the Hillaryites all bent out of shape. He is a conservative who has advised and ghostwritten for Republican politicians. He also appears to have made mistakes in his research, too, some of which were corrected in a revised Kindle edition. And, as the Clintonites like to emphasize, he found no smoking gun—a point that Schweizer himself concedes, more than once:

The Clintons aren’t stupid people. They know the law and take pains to operate within it. Besides, corruption of the kind I have described in this book is very difficult to prove. We cannot ultimately know what goes on in their minds and ultimately prove the links between the money they took in and the benefits that subsequently accrued to themselves, their friends, and their associates. That said, the pattern of behavior I have established is too blatant to ignore, and deserves legal scrutiny by those with investigative capabilities that go beyond journalism.

In other words, a mere journalist can’t uncover the smoking gun. You need someone with subpoena power to get to the bottom of it all.

The recurrent pattern of benefits and favors looks too established to be a long series of accidents. I’m not going to quote extensively from Schweizer’s book, because it will encourage defenders of Hillary to focus on the source rather than the content. He does, however, make an important point that passed muster with PolitiFact: of the thirteen speeches between 2001 and 2012 for which Bill was paid $500,000 or more, ten were given while Hillary was Secretary of State. Many of those speeches were sponsored by groups with interests before the State Department.

Just one other broad point from Schweizer: the prominence of foreign contributors to the Foundation is striking—and the donations are often made by people not known for philanthropy in their home countries. To explain this, Schweizer—accurately—cites an article in the *Indian Express* written by
Pratap Bhanu Mehta, not some random internet commenter but a distinguished political scientist, educated at Oxford and Princeton and the president of a New Delhi think tank. Mehta asks a good question, which answers itself: “[T]he top echelons of Indian capital are becoming increasingly global, jockeying for access and influence. What else explains why CII [the Confederation of Indian Industry] was so keen to donate to the Clinton Foundation, when its discharging of its own commitments in India has been, at best, very reluctant?”

Clintonites will also likely decry the Wall Street Journal as a fair source of criticism. Nevertheless, its review in early 2015 of what it calls Hillary’s “complex corporate ties” is worth attention. It opens by pointing out, as was noted in the previous chapter, that Hillary was unusually aggressive for a Secretary of State at promoting U.S. business abroad, “pushing governments to sign deals and change policies to the advantage of corporate giants such as General Electric Co., Exxon Mobil Corp., Microsoft Corp. and Boeing Co.” All these companies gave money to the Clinton Foundation. The Journal counts at least 60 companies that lobbied the State Department during Hillary’s reign as having given collectively $26 million to the Foundation. At least 44 of the 60 participated in projects coordinated by the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI).

In Hard Choices, Hillary brags about her emphasis on what she calls “economic statecraft,” a strategy she concocted with former Goldman Sachs banker Robert Hormats that involves putting the vast U.S. diplomatic corps, with offices in 270 cities around the world, to work “creat[ing] new opportunities for growth and shared prosperity.” In the book, this takes the high-minded form of breaking down protectionist barriers and promoting “an open trading system,” a core goal of U.S. foreign policy since the end of World War II. The intended beneficiaries are “American companies and workers.”

The Journal article suggests that less high-minded considerations were involved when theory was turned to practice. In 2009, at the request of Microsoft, Hillary sent Hormats to lobby the Chinese to tighten things up on software piracy. Microsoft, a longtime donor to the Foundation, subsequently launched a CGI-coordinated initiative to provide discounted or free software to teachers and students valued at $130 million. In 2011, Hillary personally lobbied Algeria to buy GE nuclear power equipment; a month after her visit, GE announced a health partnership with the Foundation providing it with between $500,000 and $1 million. (Contributions are reported in ranges, so we don’t know exactly how much.) Throughout her tenure, Hillary promoted fracking at home and abroad, a policy supported by major U.S. energy companies, many of whom are also Foundation supporters. Hillary lobbied Russia to buy Boeing planes, rather than those made by Airbus. Soon after, Boeing made its first contribution to the Clinton Foundation. She pressed India to lift restrictions that hampered the growth of Wal-Mart and other U.S.-based big box stores. Hillary, as we have seen, used to lawyer for Wal-Mart and served on its board; the company has given over $1.5 million to the Foundation.

They had it down to a system. Hormats told the Journal that before every trip, he provided Hillary with a list of U.S. corporate interests to shill for.

One of the more extravagant stories about the mixing of the mercenary and the eleemosynary in the lives of the Clintons concerns their involvement with the Canadian mining financier Frank Giustra. Although Bill is the leading figure in this drama, Hillary plays an important supporting role.

In September 2005, Giustra flew into Almaty, Kazakhstan, on his private jet. Bill Clinton was aboard. (This wasn’t unusual: between 2005 and 2014, Giustra’s jet was used for 26 foundation trips, with Giustra and Clinton traveling together for 13 of them. A professional Clinton apologist told me that Bill and his entourage hitched rides on corporate jets because if the Foundation bought its own, the press would hammer them. Better to win favors from moguls.) On arrival, the two were treated to a midnight banquet with the country’s president, Nursultan Nazarbayev.

After the dinner, Clinton gave an enthusiastic endorsement for Nazarbayev, who runs a country where dissent is illegal, to lead the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), a democracy-
promoting, election-watching agency. (Eleven months earlier, Hillary had signed a letter expressing alarm that Kazakhstan might head the group.) Days later, Giustra’s company signed an agreement to buy into uranium projects owned by the state-owned uranium agency, Kazatomprom. As the New York Times put it, “The monster deal stunned the mining industry, turning an unknown shell company into one of the world’s largest uranium producers in a transaction ultimately worth tens of millions of dollars to Mr. Giustra….” Just months later, Giustra donated $31 million to the Clinton Foundation; he’s since pledged another $100 million. Both Clinton and Giustra denied there were any connections between these events.

Four months after the Giustra-Clinton visit, Nazarbayev won re-election with 91% of the vote. The OSCE described the election as one featuring “intimidation” and “ballot-box stuffing.” Bill nonetheless sent Nazarbayev a congratulatory note expressing the fine sentiment that “Recognizing that your work has received an excellent grade is one of the most important rewards in life.”

Five years later, in 2010, Kazakhstan got its OSCE chairmanship—at a time when Hillary was Secretary of State. In her memoir covering this period, Hillary mentions Kazakhstan only three times, all in passing: once as an important military supply line for Afghanistan operations, once in a response to a question on where the former Soviet Central Asian republics fit into U.S. diplomatic plans (“work together on a positive agenda and overcome a long legacy of mistrust”), and once in recounting the awkwardness of an encounter with Silvio Berlusconi at an OSCE summit at a time when his sexual antics were prominently in the news. There were no words of concern about the awkwardness of attending a democracy and human rights summit in Kazakhstan.

After the Kazakhstan deal, Giustra merged his operations with Uranium One, a South African company that had one of his associates, Ian Telfer, installed as chair. Giustra sold his interest in 2007. Two years later, crisis struck as the head of Kazatomprom was arrested for illegally selling uranium deposits to foreign companies, including Uranium One. There was fear that Uranium One would lose its license. Alarmed, Uranium One pressed the U.S. embassy in Kazakhstan to urge the government to make sure the licenses remained valid. The embassy—under Hillary Clinton’s supervision—duly lobbied the government. Several days later, Rosatom, the Russian uranium company, took a 17% stake in Uranium One (one that it would subsequently up to a 51% interest, and later to full control). But to accomplish this, the deal needed U.S. government approval, because Uranium One had U.S. assets (and uranium is no ordinary product).

The agency of the U.S. government that would pass judgment on the deal, the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), consists of seven cabinet officers, including the Secretary of State. When a Chinese company tried to buy U.S. uranium deposits in 2009, CFIUS vetoed the deal on national security grounds. Not so the Russian deal; it was approved.

Telfer, the Uranium One chair, gave $2.4 million to the Clinton Foundation between 2009, the year he asked for the embassy’s help, and 2012. These contributions were routed through a Canadian foundation that did not appear on the Clinton Foundation’s disclosure forms. In addition to these payments, between $1.3 million and $5.6 million was given to the Clinton Foundation with ties to Uranium One. Bill was invited to speak in Moscow for a fee of $500,000—among his bigger paychecks—by Renaissance Capital, a firm with close ties to the Kremlin. Renaissance also gave to a Giustra charity.

Life can be full of strange coincidences, no doubt. Perhaps Hillary had no knowledge of any of this. These transactions—the official work done on behalf of private interests, the generous contribution of those private interests to a vast family philanthropic enterprise—may turn out to have been entirely legal. No one without subpoena power can know for sure. But the deals, like the Clinton family itself, are beautiful emblems of our system of political economy at its highest level: the intimate bonding of public and private through money.

Contributions aside, the sight of our top diplomat so baldly playing the huckster for the Fortune 500 puts one in mind of this passage from The Communist Manifesto: “The bourgeoisie has stripped of its
halo every occupation hitherto honored and looked up to with reverent awe.” Not to over-idealize diplomats, of course.

PHILANTHROPIC WORK

Clinton fans counter all this smelly stuff by arguing that the Foundation does good work, pointing with special pride to its initiatives on AIDS in Africa. It’s indisputable that some good has come about as result of the Foundation’s projects, but overall, its impact points to profound structural limitations of the philanthropic approach to social problems—a strategy promoted by the neoliberal stripping of the state of its better functions and passing off the business of melioration to foundation program officers.

According to the audited financial statements of the Clinton Health Access Initiative (CHAI)—the part of the many-armed enterprise that carries out AIDS work—total program expenses in 2013 (the most recent year available) were $99 million, up from $69 million the previous year. Of the total 2013 program spending, almost $31 million went to salaries, and just $2 million for procurement (less than for office expenses). CHAI’s net assets increased by 42% between 2012 and 2013, to $36 million; it’s not clear why an entity focused on improving the health of the very poor needs such a large stash of assets relative to expenses.

The financial statements don’t break out spending by disease; programs to address tuberculosis, malaria, and other maladies are included in the total. According to CHAI’s tax return, the enterprise spent just short of $30 million on AIDS. If the AIDS “procurement” expenditures are similar to their overall share of the Initiative’s overall spending, something like $600,000 was devoted to purchasing supplies.

The small sums spent on procurement reflect the Initiative’s emphasis on negotiating lower drug prices rather than providing the drugs themselves. In a note included in the financial statements, it claims to have “helped more than 8.2 million people in 70 countries” since its founding in 2002, generating $1 billion in savings between 2011 and 2015 alone. Just how these people were “helped” and how they were counted is not disclosed.

CHAI also engages in classically Clintonesque micro-initiatives, like improving supply chains, facilitating bulk purchases, and identifying “high-impact interventions.” It’s all reminiscent of Bill’s budget documents, where the prose was full of grand statements about investing in people, but the sums were barely visible when you scrutinized the numbers: $100 million overall, and $30 million on AIDS, is not a lot of money.

Contrast this with Clinton’s successor, the deservedly maligned George W. Bush, who nonetheless made a large U.S. government commitment to fighting AIDS in poor countries, mainly in Africa. The President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) was begun in 2003 with $15 billion in funding for the next three years (which Congress subsequently raised to $18.8 billion). It brought antiretroviral therapy to 2 million with HIV and provided care to 10 million. Between 2004 and 2008, it supported prevention of mother-to-child HIV transmission in nearly 16 million pregnancies. In 2008, the program was granted another $39 billion, with a goal of treating at least 3 million, caring for 12 million, and preventing 12 million new infections. Surprisingly, perhaps, Barack Obama has cut PEPFAR funding significantly—even though his first Secretary of State (Hillary, in other words) publicly declared that achieving an AIDS-free generation was a “policy priority.”

CHAI may do good work, but there’s just no comparison between what a philanthropy can do and what a well-organized, well-funded public program—with on the order of 60 times CHAI’s funding—is able to achieve. Bush’s PEPFAR saved millions of lives; CHAI cannot make anything remotely like that claim.
Bill and Hillary are looking to institutionalize the work of the Foundation so it lasts beyond them. They’re aiming to raise a $250 million endowment. And they look to be grooming daughter Chelsea to inherit the family business.

Chelsea Clinton has come a long way from when journalist/provocateur Tom Gogola imagined her as the White House riot grrrl:

Let’s inhale
let’s go to jail
let’s call Janet Reno
when we need to make bail
Let’s inhale
till we’re meltin’
don vodka shots
with comrade Yeltsin

Chelsea was, in reality, doing none of those things. Instead, she was going to Sidwell Friends School, the posh, progressive private school in D.C., and then on to Stanford (B.A., history), Oxford (M.Phil., international relations), and Columbia (Masters in Public Health). She’s never had much trouble getting work. Most famous was her short career as a TV newsperson, during which she did next to nothing for a $600,000 salary. Barry Diller, presumably impressed by her keen business acumen after somewhat less brief stints with a hedge fund and McKinsey, appointed her to the board of his company, IAC, which is good for a $50,000 annual retainer and a $250,000 stock grant at the age of 31.

Chelsea is also joining her parents by getting into the speaking racket. When the University of Missouri at Kansas City recoiled at Hillary’s speaking fee of $275,000, they did the next best thing and booked Chelsea for a mere $65,000—well above Gloria Steinem’s $30,000 standard, and Tina Brown’s $50,000, and those are two people who might potentially have interesting things to say. Chelsea’s stipulations were classic Clinton, Inc. marketing materials, opening remarks, and the guest list would have to be Foundation-approved; she would be required to speak for just 10 minutes, endure a 20-minute, moderated Q&A session, and would then spend 30 minutes posing for pics with local VIPs. Though the event she spoke at was a fundraiser, the university appears to have raised almost $30,000 less than her fee.

Chelsea’s wedding to hedge-funder Marc Mezvinsky was one of the social highlights of 2010. (Mezvinsky’s social pedigree is not quite as sterling as his bride’s: his father did time in federal prison for fraud—crimes he committed in part to recover the funds he’d lost to Nigerian email scams.) The nuptials, held on a 50-acre spread overlooking the Hudson, featured $15,000 worth of top-of-the-line Port-A-Potties and $600,000 for air-conditioned tents. The total bill is estimated at $3 to 5 million.

Chelsea is now fully assimilated into the family business, with a personal staff almost as big as her father’s and with her mother’s habit of alienating colleagues. She has her work cut out for her. The Foundation’s reputation has been tarnished by revelations about the scope and sources of its funding and the aura of quid pro quo around it. According to Politico, donors and celebs have become “wary” of the enterprise, and it experienced an unusually large number of refusals of invitations to its annual extravaganza in September 2015. Membership renewals are down. Among the dropouts: Samsung, Exxon Mobil, HSBC, and DeutscheBank. Goldman Sachs, however, remains loyal.
Chelsea appears to be part of the problem. As *Politico* put it, “sources who have recruited participants for CGI say it’s become increasingly difficult to raise money from large companies for meetings in which executives would just as likely appear on panels with Chelsea Clinton, rather than one of her parents.” Things have gotten so rough that Arianna Huffington, a past headliner, turned down an invitation, opting to spend her time instead at a “thought leaders” conference hosted by Charlie Rose.

If her mother doesn’t win in November 2016, it might be time for Chelsea to enter politics, lest the family connections go cold.
Hillary commenced the 2016 campaign season in the style she entered the 2008 affair: as the “inevitable front-runner.” Early on, she embarked on the project of re-introducing herself to us, something she’s done several times before during her four decades in politics—after the health care flop, with her first Senate campaign, with her failed first presidential campaign. And it was said of this re-re-reintroduction, as was said before, that her challenge would be to appear more warm and spontaneous, which is difficult for someone who, in public at least, is obviously neither. Unlike her husband, who has a roving mind, vast interests, and an enthusiasm that comes across in public, Hillary has a mind that tends toward the procedural. As Dick Morris put it, she’s like “a trial lawyer who fights for a position, but she’s not creative and she’s not a broad strategic policy thinker.” Bill is, and their skills are powerfully complementary; neither would have gotten this far alone.

Hillary’s personality makes for a stiff candidate. Unlike her husband, she’s not a natural with crowds—her awkwardness at connecting with people makes her prone to gaffes like claiming they were “dead broke” on leaving the White House. She’s long been paranoid about the press, which is not the best way to get indulgent coverage. A longtime associate of both hers and Bill’s relayed their opinion of reporters to Carl Bernstein: “Her ground zero assumption is that you’re an asshole. His ground zero assumption is that you’re an asshole, but he can charm you.” At a July, 2015 appearance in a small town in New Hampshire, her aides kept the horde of reporters walking ahead of her, separated from the candidate by a rope. Reporters ran backward, asking questions that she tried not to answer, as a right-wing heckler trailed her from the rear. That arrangement was emblematic of the difficulties that struck her campaign the moment it left the realm of the notional and hit the road.

In her latest reinvention, Hillary tried to appropriate some of Brooklyn’s current cool by locating her campaign headquarters there. But instead of going for a new media hotbed like (gentrified) Williamsburg or the artier (gentrifying) Bushwick, she instead chose Brooklyn Heights—often called “America’s first suburb”—one of the richest, whitest neighborhoods in all of New York City. She shot a short video celebrating her arrival in Brooklyn that featured mostly well-heeled residents of the neighborhood enjoying its posh infrastructure. The homogenous cast of the Brooklyn video contrasted sharply with her announcement video’s studied diversity, shot somewhere out in the Real America, in which she pledged to work on behalf of “everyday Americans.” That term is said to be a replacement for the more traditional “middle class” in a society where fewer people feel like they’re part of the middle class. (“Working class” would be a touchier term, both for Hillary, who knows that whatever she is it’s certainly not a member of the proletariat, and the broad swathes of working Americans, who don’t always like to be reminded of their status.)

Hillary’s standing as a front-runner eroded with remarkable speed. A host of critical stories appeared, ranging, as we’ve seen earlier, from what looked like influence peddling around the family foundations to the email affair. True to their reflex, Clinton partisans blamed an irrationally hostile media. But the revelations chipped away at her standing in the polls, causing her to lose ground even among Democratic women.
The much-touted but never-announced challenge from Massachusetts senator Elizabeth Warren evaporated, momentarily solidifying Hillary’s standing. Though Warren is famous for her anti-banker provocations, her politics otherwise have never been terribly progressive. On foreign affairs, a topic that doesn’t seem to hold much interest for Warren (a *Boston Globe* investigation found that she was one of only four senators who hadn’t taken an official trip abroad as of August 2014), the evidence is that she is little different from Hillary.  

She scurried away from questions about the Middle East when confronted by a reporter from a conservative website in a hotel lobby. Glenn Greenwald characterized her defense of Israel’s bombing of Gaza as essentially indistinguishable from Clinton’s—or Netanyahu’s. Those who wanted Warren to run were drawn to her anti-Wall Street agitation—her support of tighter regulation and breaking up the megabanks—positions that Hillary tried to shadow, unconvincingly.

And then a real challenge emerged from an unexpected quarter: Vermont senator Bernie Sanders, a self-described democratic socialist from a tiny state with neither big money nor organization behind him. From a genuinely progressive perspective, Sanders too has significant shortcomings in his foreign policy positions, especially in relation to Israel. He was supportive of Israel’s vicious 2014 assault on Gaza. But he did oppose the Iraq War and seems committed to a full withdrawal from Afghanistan. And on domestic issues, and especially those relating to inequality, he has spoken more forcefully than Warren and certainly more consistently and credibly than Clinton, whose newfound commitment to a more egalitarian America and vigorous control of Wall Street sits uneasily with acceptance of $400,000 for a couple of speeches to Goldman Sachs in 2013. Though Sanders is not a socialist in the stricter senses of the word, his domestic politics are cut from the cloth of traditional social democracy, which makes him a virtual Bolshevik by modern American standards.

After Warren’s attacks softened up Hillary on the issue of regulation of Wall Street, forcing her to channel a very mild dose of the 19th-century populist William Jennings Bryan, Sanders attacked on the inequality front, forcing her, together with a chorus of supporters at outlets like *Salon* and *The Nation*, to make highly ludicrous claims about her long-standing populism. *Salon* headed a June 2015 piece by Heather “Digby” Parton with: “Hillary shocker: Who needs Elizabeth Warren? Clinton unleashes inner liberal, media freaks out.” (Sanders was still chopped liver in this universe.) *Slate* expressed surprise that Hillary had moved “so far and so fast to the left.” The credulous reaction to Hillary’s heavily focus-grouped “left turn” in the early days of the primary campaign is further proof that Democrats, especially liberal Democrats, are the cheapest dates around—throw them a few rhetorical bones, regardless of your record, and they’re yours to take home and bed.

Alongside acclaiming the “left-turn,” Hillaryites busied themselves with wheeling out the tropes of vulgar identity politics to defend their candidate. First out of the gate was Dara Lind in *Vox*. In a maneuver that would become standard for the genre, Lind began by acknowledging Bernie’s appeal: “there are a lot of those progressives out there who are very concerned about economic inequality, the rise of the super-rich, the financial industry, and the role of money in American politics.” But the focus on economic issues slights the concerns of “other progressives—many of them black or Latino” about biased policing, mass incarceration, and maltreatment of immigrants. (Actually, polling data show that blacks and Latinos care a lot about economic issues—no surprise, given their increased risk of poverty and unemployment compared to whites.) Lind points to Hillary Clinton as “the Democratic candidate who’s spoken out the most about the concerns that animate nonwhite progressives.” Lind doesn’t mention that Hillary supported Bill’s 1994 crime bill, cheering the legion of new cops it helped fund and greasing the incarceration boom that she now says she’s against. Nor does she mention Hillary’s support of Bill’s “end of welfare as we know it,” which hit black and Latino women hard. Days later, *Salon*’s Joan Walsh, who once confessed that she too was “behind much of Bill Clinton’s 1996 welfare reform,” weighed in, reproducing Lind’s argument and tweaking Sanders and Warren over their refusal to embrace the Black
Lives Matter movement—though there could be little doubt that the redistributionist policies that Sanders advocates would do far more material good for black Americans than anything Hillary is likely to promote (in deed, not word).222 Anticipating such arguments, Walsh insisted that redistribution would still fail to address “the core issue of criminal justice reform.” (Most people in prison were quite poor before they got there, but apparently that’s not part of the core “core.”) And who is addressing these issues? Why, Hillary, of course. “The woman who stumbled facing Barack Obama” may be the “unlikely beneficiary of white progressives’ stumbles on race.”

Criticism of Sanders for initially being less than forthright and passionate about mass incarceration and the plague of killer cops was certainly justified. These are among the worst features of contemporary American life and it is to be cheered that as the summer of 2015 passed, Sanders addressed more attention to them. But if there is substance to the Lind/Walsh critique of Sanders, it can hardly be used to flatter Hillary. As law professor Douglas Berman wrote on his blog, during the 2008 campaign, Hillary criticized Obama for his stance against mandatory minimum sentences (a stance that Obama seemed to forget on taking office) and took a position “to the right of Justice Scalia on sentencing issues.”223 Hillary’s new line puts one in mind of T.S. Eliot’s assessment of the poet John Donne: “About Donne there hangs the shadow of the impure motive; and impure motives lend their aid to a facile success.”

Soon after the appearance of Walsh’s Salon piece, The Nation published a political psychoanalysis by dial-a-quote law professor Stephen Gillers that dismissed concerns about Clinton family ethics as grossly overblown. “Let’s stipulate that Hillary Clinton will always put the public first and that she knows she will. What she has to figure out is how to make sure the public believes it, too,” Gillers asseverated, paying little heed to the notion that, in law at least, stipulation is something that two parties have to agree to, rather than one simply uttering it ex cathedra. He attributed “criticism of Hillary’s ethics” to anxieties around “the rise of women in politician and professional life. A lot of people still have a problem with powerful women.”224 It seemed not to occur to Gillers that one could have issues with how a woman uses that power.

In another ingenious stroke, Rebecca Traister—author of a 2008 book about Hillary, or more precisely the conflicted appeal of Hillary to her demographic—took to the New Republic to argue that the New Hillary is actually a return to the Old Hillary, the rambunctious feminist and social uplifter, who was kept under wraps for two or three decades during her husband’s time in the limelight.225 True to Hillary’s old, now-recovered self, Hillary’s official campaign kickoff was held on Roosevelt Island (just offshore from Manhattan), which, according to Traister, was intended to signify the return of the Democratic Party from its neoliberal detour to its FDR roots. A more skeptical interpretation of the locale selected might be that access to Roosevelt Island is, from a security point of view, easy to manage. Hillary and her people like to be in control of events.

In October, writing in Elle, Traister upped the ante, accusing anyone who didn’t support Hillary of sexism and characterizing Hillary’s critics as “liberal” and her defense of her as “radical.” This trope, which is widely employed, makes Hillary the representative of all women, so that attacks on her become attacks on “us.” This is desperation seeking to operate as political blackmail.226 If you don’t like Hillary, you just don’t like women.

This sort of privileging of gender at any cost found some exuberant support across the Atlantic when the British Labour Party elected the socialist Jeremy Corbyn as its leader in September 2015. A phalanx of neoliberal feminists uncorked denunciations of Corbyn and his comrades as “brocialists,” indifferent to the needs of women. Daisy Benson’s intervention in The Independent was characteristic, concluding with the assertion that “the only truly progressive thing for Labour to do would be to elect a female leader this time around—no matter what her policies are.”227 If only Walsh and Lind could be that blunt. Traister is getting there.
The contorted apologetics reached peak absurdity with an intervention by Anthony Weiner, the former New York Congressman who was disgraced in a sexting scandal. Weiner questioned Bernie Sanders’ party loyalty in opposing Hillary. This sat oddly with the fact that Sanders, though running in the Democratic primary, had never previously identified as a Democrat. Despite the criticism, Weiner acknowledges that Bernie is his “kind of politician,” who “always got [him] fired up to make the fighting wing of the Democratic Party feistier,” and whose “battle cry on behalf of working Americans is almost as good as Hillary Clinton’s.”

In the context of these improbable claims, Weiner was required to disclose that his wife “works for Hillary.” In fact, Huma Abedin, whom we met earlier as a State Department special employee, started working for Hillary in 1996 and has been in her employ in a variety of capacities pretty much ever since. They are so close that Hillary said at a pre-wedding celebration for the couple that if she “had a second daughter, it would [be] Huma.”

When they’re not funny, there’s something odd about these defenses of Hillary, which cheer on the part of her that’s running against many of the policies that she and her husband previously embraced. Of course people can change their minds, and it’s sometimes admirable when they do. But in Hillary’s case, political calculation generally appears to trump genuine shifts in conviction. The left turn seems primarily to derive from her understanding of the mistakes that she made in her 2008 campaign against Obama. Then, she resolutely hewed to the center, which is not what Democratic primary voters wanted after Bush, war, and economic crisis. In 2015, by contrast, she presented herself as always the friend of “everyday Americans” while admitting that her vote for the war, which she previously defended, had been a “mistake.”

But for all this change of focus, by one critical test the “talk left” strategy that Hillary employed in the early stages of the primary campaign simply didn’t work: she has continued to experience trouble raising money from small and medium donors—the kinds of people who can form a critical activist base for her campaign.

The third-quarter 2015 fundraising numbers were surprising: Hillary raised $28 million, taking her total to $75 million for the year. But that was down about a third from the previous quarter, and not all that far ahead of Sanders’ $25 million, which took his total for the year to $40 million. And Sanders had collected a million donations from 650,000 different donors by October 1, milestones that Obama didn’t reach until February 2008. Bernie may fade and Hillary may prevail, but these numbers suggest that the public mood is more amenable to a serious appeal from the left than it has been for decades.

Hillary’s team seemed desperate for small donors as the third-quarter deadline loomed, sending out multiple emails begging for as little as a dollar, to show how many people were “part of this organization.” It didn’t work. Sanders raised 77% of his money in the third quarter from small (less than $200) donations; Hillary, just 17%. She needs the financiers’ money badly, but she also needs the smaller contributions to look like something other than a tool of the oligarchy.

Of course, she was working the high end too. In late September 2015, Hillary hit check-bearing parties in and around New York, including one hosted by financier Cliff Robbins, the model for the book and movie Barbarians at the Gate. But even the high end isn’t without problems. Some of the oligarchs backing the campaign were beginning to look nervous about the caliber of people turning out for fundraising events. An early fall money-chasing tour of L.A. included occasions sponsored by “the absolute B team,” one check bundler told the Los Angeles Times. A review of her “bundlers”—people who gather contributions from their network of rich friends—by USA Today found a large number of Obama bundlers missing.

To some degree Hillary has been able to compensate for these shortfalls by a more rigorous control of
expenses, certainly more rigorous than she managed in her 2008 run. Then, early on in the campaign, she burned through money while her advisors fought with each other, sometimes publicly, badly undermining her claims to be the seasoned manager. In 2015 she ran a much tighter ship, so much so that her campaign was widely staffed with unpaid interns who were told to take the $14 Bolt Bus between New York and D.C. and to use their own cell phones to make business calls.\textsuperscript{235}

Money aside, it was clear that Hillary was not creating anything like the buzz of the senator from Vermont running to her left. With no advertising and only a minimal professional media operation (supplemented by almost 200,000 volunteers, mostly online), Sanders was attracting huge crowds across the country—15,000 in Seattle, 20,000 in Boston, 27,000 in Los Angeles, 28,000 in Portland. Meanwhile Hillary was doing well to draw 5,000.\textsuperscript{236} Sanders even got a sizable audience at Liberty University, the fundamentalist institution founded by Jerry Falwell, where Sanders urged those attending to take the Bible’s words about peace and aiding the poor seriously. Clinton’s staff, in contrast, were forced to close off floor space in large venues to make the meager crowds look more dense than they were.\textsuperscript{237}

**EMAIL SCANDAL BLOWS**

Despite Bernie Sanders’ claim in the debate broadcast by CNN on October 13, 2015 that the issue was of little concern to most Americans, Hillary’s decision to use a private email server while Secretary of State has caused her 2016 campaign lots of trouble. She seems unable to understand why these scandals befall her, though. From her complaints about the “vast right-wing conspiracy” in the 1990s—which was real, for sure, but had plenty of raw material to work with—to her initial dismissal of the email scandal as merely “political,” Hillary evidently believes that people just have it in for her. Her use of “political” as a term of dismissal is curious for someone who’s spent almost her entire professional life in and around politics.

For weeks Hillary treated the email scandal as something of a joke. In that great presidential tradition of George W. Bush yukking it up about WMDs and Barack Obama milking drone strikes for their comic potential, Hillary said to the Iowa Democratic Wing Ding in August 2015: “You may have seen that I recently launched a Snapchat account. I love it. I love it. Those messages disappear all by themselves.”\textsuperscript{238} Only a few days later, when asked at a news conference whether she had “wiped” her email server, she answered: “I don’t know, I have no idea. Like with a cloth or something?”\textsuperscript{239} But apparently she didn’t wipe it, or have it wiped, leaving the real possibility that the deleted emails could be recovered.\textsuperscript{240}

As summer turned to fall, Hillary’s poll numbers kept dropping, and the email scandal, which fueled doubts about her trustworthiness, was one of the prime reasons. But her partisans would hear none of it. To them, the scandal was a Republican plot abetted by a hostile press. The most extravagant media criticism from Camp Clinton comes from family attack dog David Brock, who has a particular beef with the *New York Times*, which he describes as a “megaphone for conservative propaganda”—a description that would surprise actual conservatives—deserving of “a special place in hell.”\textsuperscript{241} It’s as if Hillary had never done anything to warrant scrutiny—or as if penning reporters behind rope is the way to encourage friendlier coverage.

The less loyal disagree. Hillary’s use of a private server looks perfectly symptomatic of her desire for secrecy and control. It’s reminiscent of the lockdown under which her health care scheming was conducted and the treatment of the Whitewater billing records. Could the deleted emails contain some trading of diplomatic favors for contributions to the Foundation? Might they contain state secrets, improperly communicated? We may never find out, but to normal people, those not intoxicated by the Clinton charm, it all looks shady.
Hillary did, finally, give up joking about the emails and apologize directly—but not before offering a characteristic pseudo-apology: “I disagree with the choice that I made. At the end of the day, I am sorry that this has been confusing to people.”242 (At least she didn’t say “I am not a crook.”) A few days later, though, she wrote in a mass email, “Yes, I should have used two email addresses, one for personal matters and one for my work at the State Department. Not doing so was a mistake. I’m sorry about it, and I take full responsibility.” She decided to write the email after watching the deliberations of a focus group.243

BLM

A month or two after Walsh, Lind, et al. launched their attacks on Sanders, a handful of Black Lives Matter (BLM) activists disrupted appearances by him and (the largely overlooked) Martin O’Malley at the Netroots Nation conference, and by Sanders alone at a rally in defense of Social Security and Medicare in Seattle. Both candidates were criticized for failing to come up with a criminal justice reform agenda, and for not explicitly addressing the racism involved in America’s intense police violence and mass incarceration.

O’Malley quickly put out a criminal justice platform. It had some good stuff in it, but shied away from a condemnation of America’s national habit of over-criminalizing and over-policing in general. Though some activists seemed placated, O’Malley has a lot to answer for.244 In 2005, while he was Mayor of Baltimore, he ran an uncompromising “zero tolerance” policy that led to over 100,000 arrests in a city of 600,000. The former head of the city’s NAACP chapter, Marvin Cheatham, said, “Martin did damage to us.” And city councilman Brandon Scott, who was harassed by cops as a teenager, insisted that zero-tolerance was “one of the major aspects of the breakdown of Baltimore.”245

Sanders’ initial reaction to the BLM disruption looked awkward, and he was slower than O’Malley to respond. His staff did offer to meet with both the Seattle disruptors and the founders of BLM, but both invitations were rejected.246 As someone posting on Twitter as Dr. Cornel Fresh put it: “Why shut down those sanders rallies with no ask? Then when sanders folks try to rap with you it’s ‘nah.'”247

Sanders also invited celebrity activist DeRay Mckesson in for a meeting. That prompted some grumbling from BLM activists who resented Mckesson’s self-appointed leadership status—understandable, because by some accounts Mckesson performs largely for the media, but also confusing, since it’s not clear who is an authentic spokesperson for an organization that, despite having a board and offering franchises to local chapters, presents itself as decentered and leaderless.

Mckesson is hardly a full-spectrum rebel. He has a long history with Teach for America (TFA), a neoliberal project to break teachers’ unions and displace long-tenured teachers (disproportionately black), replacing them with fresh (disproportionately white) graduates of elite schools. (Mckesson is a Bowdoin grad.) These posh temps work 60- or 70-hour weeks for a couple of years before moving on to law school or Goldman Sachs. Mckesson has cheered on charter schools—a concerted attack on public education, popular with hedge fund managers—on Twitter. Apparently inspired by his experience with TFA, Mckesson declared on Twitter that an op-ed recommending the privatization of the post office was an “interesting read.”

Mckesson would fit well into the Obama-Clinton Democratic Party. He may be happy to join; as he tweeted in October, “In the movement space, I’ve seen people just attach ‘capitalism’ and ‘neoliberalism’ to everything they disagree with. It’s fascinating.”248 The use of corporate language like “movement space” is strange coming from someone who identifies as a “protester.”

The Boston branch of BLM’s meeting with Hillary provided its own drama. After the announcement of
plans via the New Republic’s Jamil Smith to disrupt one of her press conferences in New Hampshire, the Secret Service closed the event. Several BLM representatives met privately with Hillary and a video of the proceedings was released to the public. What was most remarkable about the meeting is how the activists seemed more interested in what was in Hillary’s heart, and the feelings of white people generally, rather than in actual policy changes. Hillary’s response was sharp:

[Y]ou’re going to have to come together as a movement and say, “Here’s what we want done about it.” Because you can get lip service from as many white people as you can pack into Yankee Stadium and a million more like it, who are going to say, “Oh, we get it. We get it. We’re going to be nicer…” I don’t believe you change hearts. I believe you change laws, you change allocation of resources, you change the way systems operate. You’re not going to change every heart. You’re not.... You can keep the movement going, which you have started, and through it you may actually change some hearts. But if that’s all that happens, we’ll be back here in 10 years having the same conversation.249

It’s hard for me to write, but this is a rare occasion where Hillary is absolutely right. While it’s certainly important to point out that her political history of support for her husband’s awful crime and welfare bills makes her current stance against mass incarceration and police violence suspect, BLM activists seem reluctant to make specific demands. (In October, what is presumably the “official” BLM website put out a set of guiding principles that sounded separatist and a little New Age-y, without a word, as the young writer R.L. Stephens pointed out, about the working-class black men who are the disproportionate victims of the criminal justice system.)250 It’s all very reminiscent of Occupy, this emphasis on a decentered non-structure and a hesitance about embracing an agenda. But Hillary understands how power works, even if she’s systematically on the wrong side of it.

A few weeks after the meeting, the Democratic National Committee officially endorsed BLM, whatever that means precisely—and BLM rejected the endorsement with a statement posted to Facebook:

More specifically, the Black Lives Matter Network is clear that a resolution from the Democratic National Committee won’t bring the changes we seek. Resolutions without concrete change are just business as usual. Promises are not policies. We demand freedom for Black bodies, justice for Black lives, safety for Black communities, and rights for Black people. We demand action, not words, from those who purport to stand with us.

While the Black Lives Matter Network applauds political change towards making the world safer for Black life, our only endorsement goes to the protest movement we’ve built together with Black people nationwide—not the self-interested candidates, parties, or political machine seeking our vote.251

While it’s perfectly understandable that the activists don’t want to be co-opted or hijacked by a bunch of opportunists, it’s not clear what political strategy lies behind this rejection. If you spend a month or two harassing and lobbying Democratic presidential candidates and then reject their endorsement, rather than treating it as a pledge you intend to hold them to, what is your vision of social change, and what understanding of power is it based on? It’s hard to escape the feeling that BLM is characteristic of so much dissent today: more about self-affirmation and healing than about taking power.

To be effective, any reversal of the incarceration boom and police violence will have to be part of a broad agenda of reform. As Touré Reed wrote in an article on the long history of liberals’ separating of
race and class, “in the 1930s and 1940s mainstream African-American civil rights leaders...frequently argued that precisely because most blacks were working class, racial equality could only be achieved through a combination of anti-discrimination policies and social-democratic economic policies.” But with the purges of the Cold War, this perspective disappeared.\textsuperscript{252}

And, as Leah Gordon argued in \textit{From Power to Prejudice}, philanthropists have long been steering social science research on race away from systemic studies of power to psychologized analyses of individual attitudes.\textsuperscript{253} The BLM analysis of race relations emphasizes the psychological wage that whites earn from their alleged superiority, an explanation that has a lot in common with liberal tendencies to psychologize power—the white cop’s bloodlust, say, in shooting an unarmed black man rather than the complex systems of hierarchy and exploitation that put both of them into confrontation.

While blacks are far more likely to be imprisoned or shot by cops than whites, almost twice as many white people are killed by cops as blacks, and the white incarceration rate is, in itself, a global disgrace. Any political movement to change U.S. criminal justice policy needs a broad demographic base to make a difference.

According to the \textit{Washington Post}’s count, of the 748 people shot dead by cops in the first nine months of 2015, almost half, 363, were white; a quarter, or 189, were black, and 121, Hispanic/Latino.\textsuperscript{254} Relative to population, blacks are about two-and-a-half times more likely to get killed by a cop than are whites; Latinos, only slightly more likely than whites. British cops shoot dead on average two people a year; Australians, four or five; Germans, seven or eight.\textsuperscript{255} American cops blow away almost three people every day. As atrocious as the black figures are—and they are absolutely horrible—the white death rate alone, based on international comparisons, is in a class by itself.

The disproportionality of imprisonment is far greater. A white man has a 1 in 17 chance of going to prison; a Latino man, 1 in 6; a black man, 1 in 3. (The rates for women are about one-sixth the rate for men in the same demographic.) The Latino and black numbers are so extreme that you can fail to notice that the white one is still a form of madness. In 2013, 478 of every 100,000 white men were in prison, 1,134 of every 100,000 Latino men, and 2,805 of every 100,000 black men. Again, the last two numbers are so mindboggling that you might forget that just 79 per 100,000 Germans are incarcerated.\textsuperscript{256} In France, it’s 91 per 100,000 overall—and 582 for noncitizens of North African origin, less than the rate for whites in Florida.\textsuperscript{257}

American society has a deep punitive streak that’s nearly unrivaled in the world. It catches an enormous number of people in its net—especially the poor and marginalized, a demographic that the United States produces in huge quantities. Reversing mass incarceration and ending police violence are urgent tasks if we ever want to resemble a civilized society, but framing it in purely racial terms misses the breadth of state violence and reduces the constituency for change.

And little of it can change without a serious redistributionist agenda—undoing the vast, heavily racialized disparities in income and wealth in the United States, the persistent (and heavily racialized) educational and residential segregation, and the predilection to manage (heavily racialized) social conflict with cops, courts, and prisons. Regardless of what she says at a campaign event, Hillary can contribute almost nothing to that necessary transformation.

\textbf{THE FALL}

While American politics is constantly in campaign mode, the specified campaign season is as out of line with world standards as our incarceration rate. I’m finishing this in October 2015, 400 days before the election, and the campaign has been underway for months.\textsuperscript{258} It can be exhausting at times, unless you take
it as dark comedy in the spirit of H.L. Mencken.

Everything could change in a few months, and probably will, but the rise of Bernie Sanders’ candidacy over the summer of 2015 has been remarkable. Hillary kept issuing position paper after position paper, giving speeches of alleged substance, but people paid little attention. Some pundits—Hillary partisans especially, but also the professionally high-minded—lamented this, but it’s perfectly understandable. Little that Hillary says about policy can be believed with any confidence. Her populist posturing is hard to square with her Wall Street–friendly past, her banker-flattering emails, and her need for financier money for her campaign. Recall that the top five funders of her Senate career were Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, MetLife, Time Warner, and JP Morgan Chase.259 As she said in the first Democratic television debate, “I represented Wall Street, as a senator from New York.”260

A few bankers have reportedly worried in private that pressure from the Democratic left will force Hillary to toughen her talk about their trade—placing them among the few who are taking seriously what she promises to do.261 She’s proposed raising the tax rate on short-term capital gains, a position that sounds hostile to speculators, but as Ben White and Annie Karni reported, not one that deeply troubles Wall Street.262 Hedge fund libertarians may think that Hillary is the reincarnation of Lenin, but most responsible bankers know that what she has to say in a campaign is worlds different from what she will do once in office.

Aside from acting the populist—an act she interrupted for a two-week vacation during the summer of 2015 at a house in the Hamptons that rented for $50,000 a week, roughly the average household’s yearly income—Hillary is also emphasizing that she is a feminist.263 Unlike in 2008, she is focusing on gender issues, describing herself as a lifelong fighter for women’s welfare. Specifics, however, are hard to come by.

As promised earlier, I’ve paid little heed in these pages to Hillary’s policy positions. Hillary is a model of position production, but there’s little reason to trust any of her proposals. I’ve chosen instead to look at her history, which is not inspiring. Should she become president, her administration will be little different from Obama’s in its fiscal tightness at home and its obsession with secrecy. And, based on her time at State, it would be more likely to bomb and invade abroad.

If people want to tell me that Hillary would be a less horrid option than whatever profound ghastliness the Republicans throw up, I’ll listen to them respectfully. If they try to tell me there’s something inspiring or transformative about her, I’ll have to wonder what planet they’re on.

Yet this is too glum a note on which to conclude. A combination of Establishment propaganda, Clintonian ruthlessness, and voter caution may well deliver the presidency to Hillary. But the 2016 Democratic campaign, which began as what seemed like a depressing episode of eternal recurrence, got a jolt of life with the Sanders campaign, and has evolved into something that’s about real politics as much as image and personality. Could it be that the wave of activism that began with Occupy Wall Street, continued with living wage protests, and has manifested itself most recently in Black Lives Matter—as frustratingly disorganized as they all were and are—is taking this electoral form now, and the future could eventually hold the possibility of something better than merely a second Clinton presidency?
Here are some choice quotes from Hillary Clinton’s career, some of which she probably wishes she never said. The right-wing press is full of privately issued obscenity-laced invective attributed to her. It’d be fun to include some of those—they might have deepened her charm. But I didn’t fully trust the sourcing. In her book about the private lives of the First Family based on interviews with the domestic staff, The Residence, Kate Andersen Brower does report an immense amount of “foul language” in the Clinton White House, including a celebrated moment when Hillary threw an object, probably a lamp, at Bill during the Monica Lewinsky days, with her calling him a “goddamn bastard” for emphasis.

VISION

“We are, all of us, exploring a world that none of us even understands and attempting to create within that uncertainty. But there are some things we feel, feelings that our prevailing, acquisitive, and competitive corporate life, including tragically the universities, is not the way of life for us. We’re searching for more immediate, ecstatic, and penetrating modes of living.”

—May 1969, commencement address at Wellesley.

CLASS

“Why can’t we lead the lives of normal people? They can give their daughters swimming pools; why can’t we?”

—To Dick Morris in the Arkansas years, no date. Hillary wanted to raise money to build a pool on the grounds of the governor’s mansion. When she told Morris, he was shocked, and pointed out that the voters of a poor state would resent it immensely. He reports that despite a decent income and plenty of perks at the mansion, including prisoners as servants, she constantly felt poor and put-upon.

“You know, pushing that cart through the supermarket, and standing and talking to—I had a long conversation about clementines with the produce manager because it’s been a long time since I bought a crate of clementines…[and] standing over in the dairy department trying to decide what Skim Plus meant. Because, you know, I’d never seen Skim Plus. And having a man come up to me and kind of do a double take and kind of say, ‘Is that you?’ and I said, ‘I guess so, it is me.’ It made me feel like I was re-entering the real world.”

—February 2000, describing a visit to a supermarket near her newly purchased $1.7 million house in Westchester just after leaving the White House.
“We came out of the White House not only dead broke, but in debt.”

—June 2014. The Clintons had just bought a $1.7 million Westchester house—they’d also recently bought a $2.9 million house in Washington.

“As a shareholder and director of our company, I’m always proud of Wal-Mart and what we do and the way we do it better than anybody else.”

—June 1990, at the annual stockholders’ meeting.

“For goodness’ sake, you can’t be a lawyer if you don’t represent banks.”

—March 1992. In her youth, Hillary interned at a radical law firm in Oakland, which, in Carl Bernstein’s words, was “celebrated for its defense of constitutional rights, civil liberties, and leftist causes.”

“Now that we’ve said these people are no longer deadbeats—they’re actually out there being productive—how do we keep them there?”

—April 2002. The “deadbeats” she’s referring to are former welfare recipients who’d (briefly, in many cases) found low-wage work.

“We wanted to pass a welfare plan that would motivate and equip women to obtain a better life for themselves and their children.... I hoped welfare reform would be the beginning, not the end, of our concern for the poor.... By the time Bill and I left the White House, welfare rolls had dropped 60 percent from 14.1 million to 5.8 million, and millions of parents had gone to work.... By January 2001, child poverty had decreased by over 25 percent and was at its lowest rate since 1979. Welfare reform, the increase in the minimum wage, the reduction in taxes on low-income workers and the booming economy had moved almost eight million people out of poverty—one hundred times the number of people who left the poverty rolls during the Reagan years.”

—June 2003. Unfortunately, 2001 marked the low point in the poverty rate. In the following decade, poverty rates rose back to Reagan-era levels and the number of poor increased by over 13 million.

“What the fuck did we come here for? There’s no money here.”

—During her first Senate campaign in 2000, on arriving at a campaign event in upstate New York dairy country and seeing only cows and farmers.

“I represented Wall Street, as a senator from New York.”

—October 2015, during the first Democratic debate.

CRIME & PUNISHMENT

“We need more police, we need more and tougher prison sentences for repeat offenders. The ‘three-strikes-and-you’re-out’ for violent offenders has to be part of the plan. We need more prisons to keep violent offenders for as long as it takes to keep them off the streets.”

“I have to tell you, as I stand here, there is something wrong when a crime bill takes six years to work its way through the Congress, and the average criminal serves only four…. There will be more police on the street, a hundred thousand more police officers…. We will finally be able to say, loudly and clearly, that for repeat, violent, criminal offenders—three strikes and you’re out. We are tired of putting you back in through the revolving door.”


“I have problems with retroactivity.”

—December 2007, rejecting proposals for the reduction of sentencing disparities between crack and powdered cocaine, and for the early release of those subject to much longer sentences.

“I’ve got to go. The pigs are here.”

—Chelsea Clinton, date unknown… bidding farewell to a friend on the phone when the Secret Service arrived to escort her to Sidwell Friends School one morning. When an agent reminded her that his job was to stand between a bullet and her family, she explained “that’s what my mother and father call you.” Secret Service sources told Ronald Kessler that Chelsea generally treated the detail courteously, unlike her parents.

“Fuck off.”

—Late 1990s. Response to a Secret Service agent who’d said “good morning” during the Monica Lewinsky days.

WAR & PEACE

“In the four years since the inspectors [left], intelligence reports show that Saddam Hussein has worked to rebuild his chemical and biological weapons stock, his missile delivery capability, and his nuclear program. He has also given aid, comfort, and sanctuary to terrorists, including al-Qaida members…. If left unchecked, Saddam Hussein will continue to increase his capacity to wage biological and chemical warfare, and will keep trying to develop nuclear weapons. Should he succeed in that endeavor, he could alter the political and security landscape of the Middle East, which as we know all too well affects American security.”

—October 2002, on floor of U.S. Senate.

“It’s time for the United States to start thinking of Iraq as a business opportunity.”

—June 2011, to an audience of senior executives from U.S. companies and officials from the U.S. and Iraqi governments.

“U.S. policy must be clear and unequivocal: We cannot, we should not, we must not, permit Iran to build or acquire nuclear weapons. In dealing with this threat…no option can be taken off the table.”


“I want the Iranians to know that if I’m the president, we will attack Iran (if it attacks Israel). In the next 10 years, during which they might foolishly consider launching an attack on Israel, we would be able to
totally obliterate them.” —April 2008.

“I remember landing under sniper fire. There was supposed to be some kind of a greeting ceremony at the airport, but instead we just ran with our heads down to get into the vehicles to get to our base.” —March 2008, describing her landing in Bosnia. This was an invention; there was no sniper fire.

“We came, we saw, he died.” —October 2011, on the death of Muammar Qaddafi.

“[I]n a conflict like this, the hard men with the guns are going to be the more likely actors in any political transition than those on the outside just talking.” —August 2014, on the need to arm the Syrian rebels, describing a position she took as the nation’s top diplomat.

WHISTLEBLOWING

“I think turning over a lot of that material—intentionally or unintentionally—drained, gave all kinds of information, not only to big countries, but to networks and terrorist groups and the like. So I have a hard time thinking that somebody who is a champion of privacy and liberty has taken refuge in Russia, under Putin’s authority.” —April 2014, on Edward Snowden’s release of documents revealing the vast spying operations of the National Security Agency.

EMAILS

“You may have seen that I recently launched a Snapchat account. I love it. I love it. Those messages disappear all by themselves.” —August 2015.

“I don’t know, I have no idea. Like with a cloth or something?” —August 2015. Days after the joke above, in response to a question about whether she’d “wiped” her email server.

ABORTION

“It is a violation of human rights when women are denied the right to plan their own families.” —September 1995.

“I have said many times that I can support a ban on late-term abortions, including partial-birth abortions,
so long as the health and life of the mother is protected.”
—October 2000; later, she voted against a bill to ban partial-birth abortions.

“I for one respect those who believe with all their heart and conscience that there are no circumstances under which abortion should be available.”

MARRIAGE

“Marriage has got historic, religious and moral content that goes back to the beginning of time, and I think a marriage has always been between a man and a woman.”
—January 2000.

“[Marriage is] a sacred bond between a man and a woman.”

“Well, I prefer to think of it as being very positive about civil unions. You know, it’s a personal position. How we get to full equality is the debate we’re having, and I am absolutely in favor of civil unions with full equality of benefits, rights, and privileges.”
—August 2007, responding to a question about why she was opposed to same-sex marriage.

“LGBT Americans are our colleagues, our teachers, our soldiers, our friends, our loved ones. And they are full and equal citizens, and they deserve the rights of citizenship. That includes marriage. That’s why I support marriage for lesbian and gay couples. I support it personally and as a matter of policy and law, embedded in a broader effort to advance equality and opportunity for LGBT Americans and all Americans.”
—March 2013.

DIVERSITY

“I am, you know, adamantly against illegal immigrants. We’ve got to do more at our borders. And people have to stop employing illegal immigrants.”
—February 2003. During the 2008 campaign, she was criticized for a vague, equivocating stance on giving driver’s licenses to undocumented immigrants, a policy she now supports, along with a “path to citizenship” for those who are already here.

“They should be sent back as soon as it can be determined who responsible adults in their families are…”
—June 2014, speaking of unaccompanied children crossing into the United States from Mexico. Two months later, she defended the position as a way of “send[ing] a message to families in Central America.” Most of the children were fleeing extreme circumstances and would be well positioned to claim humanitarian relief under U.S. law.
“I love this quote. It’s from Mahatma Gandhi. He ran a gas station in Saint Louis for a few years.”
—January 2004. She later apologized, explaining it as “a lame attempt at humor.”

“Senator Obama’s support among working, hard-working Americans, white Americans, is weakening again.”
—May 2008, during the primary campaign.

**CHARACTER**

“The office of the president is such that it calls for a higher level of conduct than expected from the average citizen of the United States.”
—Written in 1974, as a staff lawyer drawing up the rules for the impeachment of Richard Nixon.

“I’m not sitting here like some little woman standing by her man like Tammy Wynette. I’m sitting here because I love him and I honor what he’s been through and what we’ve been through together.”

“If I didn’t kick his ass every morning, he’d never amount to anything.”
—Date unknown, about her husband.

“[Bill is a] hard dog to keep on the porch.”
—August 1999.

“People should and do trust me.”
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